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Abstract
The in-plane magnetic anisotropy in ultrathin fcc Co and Ni79Fe21 films grown on vicinal
Cu(lln) has been examined. Vicinal surfaces are characterized by terraces only a few
atoms wide separated by atomic steps. The anisotropy was studied as a function of film
thickness (t), terrace-width (d), and temperature. Step-edge magnetocrystalline anisotropy,
magnetoelastic anisotropy, and magnetostatic anisotropy in vicinal films were modeled.
Co/Cu( 1 13) and Co/Cu(117) films exhibit uniaxial in-plane anisotropy, favoring
M parallel to the steps, for thicknesses up to 20 monolayers (ML). The strength of the
anisotropy increases with decreasing film thickness and decreasing terrace-width. The
anisotropy weakens as temperature increases from 25°C, vanishing at T~130C, well be-
low Tc. Ni79 Fe21/Cu(117) films exhibit uniaxial in-plane anisotropy favoring M parallel
to the steps for thicknesses up to at least 14 ML. The anisotropy in Ni79 Fe21/Cu(117) is
approximately two orders of magnitude weaker than that in Co/Cu(117).
A pair-interaction model, which includes effects of misfit strain in epitaxial films, predicts
a magnetic energy density for vicinal films of the form Efil, = Eblk - 2 E"tLfce - 2 EE,
indicating that anisotropy and magnetoelastic coupling coefficients for vicinal films depend
on thickness and terrace-width. Step-edge magnetocrystalline anisotropy favors M parallel
to the steps in fcc Co/Cu(lln) and Ni79Fe21 /Cu(lln), but M perpendicular to the steps in
bcc Fe/W(Oln), in agreement with experimental observations. A discrete dipole calculation
of magnetostatic anisotropy in vicinal films indicates that it favors M parallel to the steps,
but is an order of magnitude smaller than step-edge anisotropy in Co/Cu(lln). Magnetoe-
lastic anisotropy due to possible anisotropic strain in Co/Cu(lln) favors M perpendicular
to the steps.
Our experimental and theoretical findings indicate that the major source of in-plane
anisotropy in ultrathin vicinal films is magnetocrystalline anisotropy due to reduced coordi-
nation symmetry around atoms at the step-edges. The orientation of the magnetic easy axis
and the strength of the anisotropy depend on both the magnetoelastic coupling coefficients
B1 and B2 and the crystal structure of the film.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Magnetic materials stand apart from most other classes of materials, such as semiconduc-
tors and superconductors, in that they have a vector (the magnetization) as their primary
defining parameter. In any application of a magnetic material, we are not only interested
in the size, or magnitude, of the vector, but also we need to know the direction in which
it points. We must understand what its orientation will be without any external influences
(i.e. any applied fields); we must know how easy it is to change the orientation of that vector
with an applied field; and finally, we must know what orientation the magnetization vector
will take after we remove the applied field. All of these issues are intimately related to the
magnetic anisotropy of the material, the dependence of its free energy on the orientation of
the magnetization.
Recently, the anisotropy in thin films has received a great deal of attention. The number
of applications for magnetic materials in thin-film form, either as single films or more often
as multilayered stacks of films, is growing rapidly. The largest growth is found in the area
of magnetic information storage, as can be seen by referring to any recent issue of I.E.E.E.
Transaction on Magnetics. The development of new magneto-optic recording media, and
thin-film reading and writing heads both inductive, and most recently magnetoresistive is
being pushed by the desire to obtain 10 GB/in2 recording density by the turn of the century.
An important difference between materials in bulk and in thin-film form is that prop-
erties of thin films are often governed by surface or interface effects. This difference is
especially evident in magnetic anisotropy. Nel [1] proposed that a surface can create
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strong anisotropies due only to its reduced symmetry relative to that in the bulk, and that
this anisotropy dominates the film's behavior as the thickness of the film decreases. This
phenomenon was demonstrated by Gradmann and co-workers when they observed a verti-
cal easy axis of magnetization in an ultrathin film of Ni48Fe52 /Cu(lll) [2]. The easy axis
lies in-plane for thicker films, in which surface effects are no longer significant. The tech-
nological importance of surface anisotropy was revealed with the development of vertical
recording and magneto-optic data storage media. One of the current challenges in the area
of thin-film magnetism is determining how to predict surface and interface anisotropies.
A new manifestation of magnetic surface anisotropy has recently been demonstrated. A
few research groups have observed that steps on a substrate's surface influence the magnetic
properties of an epitaxial film. Vicinal surfaces, cut at an orientation slightly off a high
symmetry plane such as (001) in a cubic crystal, are typically used to obtain well ordered
stepped surfaces [3, 4]. However, carefully controlled growth conditions can also create
steps on.flat surfaces [5]. The loss of the four-fold symmetry due to the presence of the
steps manifests itself in the macroscopic magnetic properties of the ultrathin films grown on
the surface. However, it is not yet clear through what mechanism the surface morphology
affects the magnetism in the films. In the case of Fe/W vicinal (001), the films exhibit
two-fold magnetic anisotropy and are most easily magnetized perpendicular to the steps, in
the plane of the film [4]. However, for fcc Co/Cu vicinal (001), the easy axis is parallel to
the steps [6].
The main objective of this thesis is to determine the mechanism through which the
presence of surface steps induces the uniaxial anisotropy observed in vicinal films. Because
of the film quality and interface sharpness achievable in the Co/Cu system, changes in
anisotropy due to surface effects should be able to be isolated from effects due to other
defects and surface roughness present in many films. Therefore, we concentrated on fcc
Co/Cu vicinal films; however, our study led to a general model of the step-induced uniaxial
anisotropy that is successful in explaining that observed in vicinal fcc Ni79Fe21/Cu(001)
and bcc Fe/W(001) films, as well.
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1.2 Thesis Overview
Our approach to determining the mechanism through which surface steps alter the magnetic
anisotropy in thin films was to first hypothesize possible mechanisms, and then develop a
research plan to test our hypotheses. Initially we hypothesized that the uniaxial anisotropy
in vicinal magnetic films is most likely caused by one-or more of the following: 1) broken
symmetry at the step edges, 2) the magnetostatic energy of the terraced films, and/or
3) anisotropic strain in the films. The first section of chapter 2 gives a review of magnetic
anisotropies that will further clarify these proposed mechanisms; however, a brief description
of each is given below.
When a surface of a film is created, it leaves dangling bonds; similarly, a step in a film's
surface also leaves dangling bonds. The atoms at the surface and the step are missing
neighboring atoms; they are in sites of lower symmetry than the atoms in the bulk of the
material. This reduction in symmetry leads to magnetic anisotropies not found in bulk
materials. If this is the dominant mechanism through which the surface steps induce the
miaxial anisotropy, we expect the anisotropy to strengthen as the film thickness decreases,
and/or as the terrace width decreases. When either change occurs, a larger fraction of
the overall film volume is occupied by atoms at the step-edge and their effects are more
significant. The experimental results concerning the thickness and terrace width dependence
of the anisotropy are presented in Sec. 4.1. We have also modeled the magnetic effects of
this broken symmetry using a pair-interaction model (Niel's model), as described in Chapter
5.
Magnetostatic considerations dictate that a material is easiest to magnetize in the di-
rection that creates the fewest surface poles. In terms of vicinal films, this consideration
implies that having the magnetization oriented parallel to the steps is a lower energy con-
figuration than having M perpendicular to the steps. M perpendicular to the steps would
create surface poles at the step edges. Such an explanation for the uniaxial anisotropy in
vicinal films is consistent with the observed easy axis in the Co/Cu system; however, it
is inconsistent with the Fe/W vicinal system which prefers M to be perpendicular to the
steps. To further confirm that the anisotropy was not induced magnetostatically, we studied
the temperature dependence of the anisotropy in Co/Cu vicinal to (001), Sec. 4.1, to see if
it followed the behavior expected for a magnetostatic anisotropy, which is discussed in Sec.
14
2.1.
In semiconductor films grown on vicinal surfaces, the presence of the surface steps can
help relieve some of the misfit strain in epitaxial films [7]. Although we are unable to
experimentally determine if the Co/Cu vicinal to (001) films show similar behavior, we still
consider what effect this strain relief would have on the films' magnetic anisotropy. If the
presence of the steps causes an anisotropic strain in the film, a resulting magnetic anisotropy
will be induced via magnetoelastic coupling. A model of such a magnetoelastic anisotropy
in Co/Cu(lln) is given at the end of Sec. 4.1. We also studied the anisotropy in vicinal
Ni79Fe2l/Cu(117) films in order to test the importance of this magnetoelastic effect. The
magnetoelastic coupling coefficients of Ni79Fe2l are nearly zero; thus we expect that any
magnetoelastic anisotropy will be insignificant. The results of this part of the study are
presented in Sec 4.2.
The presentation of this research is organized as follows. The necessary background
material regarding magnetic anisotropy, the materials systems studied, and vicinal surfaces
is presented in chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the equipment and experimental techniques
used in the study. Chapter 4 presents the experimental results and discusses the implica-
tions regarding the mechanism through which the presence of the steps induces a uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy in the films. Chapter 5 presents a theoretical model which we have
developed and successfully used to interpret the anisotropy in vicinal films. In chapter 6 we
discuss the results of our study and how they relate to other work in the field of thin film
magnetism. We offer suggestions for future work in chapter 7, and list the main conclusions
of this thesis in chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Review
In the previous chapter, we presented the motivation for this study, and outlined our plan for
discovering the mechanism through which surface steps induce uniaxial magnetic anisotropy
in. vicinal films. To insure that the reader has the necessary background to appreciate the
conclusions of the research and how it relates to previously published work, in this chapter
we review relevant topics. The first section reviews the sources of magnetic anisotropy, with
special attention in Sec. 2.2 given to anisotropy in thin films and at surfaces. Section 2.3
gives an overview of the growth, structural, and magnetic characteristics of Co/Cu(001),
as found in the literature. Similarly, in Sec. 2.4 the properties of Ni79Fe21/Cu(001) are re-
viewed. Section 2.5 describes the morphology of vicinal surfaces, and reviews the previously
published evidence of magnetic behavior in vicinal films.
2.1 Magnetic Anisotropy
A material possesses magnetic anisotropy, if its free energy depends upon the direction of the
local magnetization (M). The overall anisotropy has contributions from intrinsic materials
properties, the shape of the material, and the state of strain in the material. The easy
axis denotes the direction of magnetization which minimizes the magnetic energy in the
material. The hard axis is the direction of magnetization for which the magnetic energy is a
maximum. The anisotropy energy is actually an energy difference: the difference in energy
that it takes to saturate a material along the hard axis, as opposed to along the easy axis.
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Magnetostatic Anisotropy
Mhagnetostatic anisotropy is also referred to as shape anisotropy, and arises from the dipole
interaction between magnetic poles at surfaces. Considering only the magnetostatic energy,
a material will prefer to be magnetized in whatever way creates the fewest poles; a non-
spherical piece of material will be easier to magnetize along a long axis than along a short
one. For a thin film, magnetostatic energy favors magnetization in the plane of the film as
opposed to M perpendicular to the film.
The form of magnetostatic energy is expressed in S.I. units as
EMagnetoetatic = 4N [M(T)] (2.1)
where N is a demagnetization factor which is calculated from the overall shape of the ma-
terial. For a film magnetized parallel or perpendicular to the surface, the demagnetization
factor is 0 or 1, respectively. The temperature dependence of this energy will be governed
by the temperature dependence of M; magnetostatic energy varies with temperature as
[MI(T)/M(0)]2 . The temperature dependence of the magnetization M(T) is shown in Fig.
2-1.
Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy
The free energy of a single crystal depends on the orientation of M with respect to the
crystallographic axes because of magnetocrystalline anisotropy. This anisotropy is intrinsic
to the material, and reflects the symmetry of a material's crystal structure. The physical
origin of crystalline anisotropy is spin-orbit coupling, the interaction that tends to align the
magnetic moment due to the spin of an atom's electrons with the magnetic moment due to
the orbitals of the electrons. [8, 9]
The magnetocrystalline energy can be described in a series expansion of direction cosines
of M, relative to the crystal axes x=[100], y=[010], and z=[001] [10]. For cubic systems
the expression for this energy is as follows.
EMagnetocrystalline = K + K(a2a2 a + l2 3 ) + K2 a 2ca2a 2 + (2.2)e Ks in the above quation are crystalline2 constants. They can be either
The K's in the above equation ae crystalline anisotropy constants. They can be either
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positive or negative depending on the orientation of the easy axis. Often the form of this
energy is approximated by the K1 term. If K1 is positive, the easy axes are the < 100 >
directions (e.g. fcc Fe). If K1 is negative, the < 111 > axes are easy directions as observed
for Ni, and thick films of fcc Co. [11]
These magnetocrystalline constants vary with temperature. Above the Curie temper-
ature, when long-range ferromagnetic order disappears, the anisotropy vanishes, and the
constants go to zero. The anisotropy typically decreases more rapidly than magnetic order-
ing upon an increase in temperature. It has been demonstrated, both experimentally and
theoretically, that the temperature behavior of K depends on the magnetic symmetry of the
system [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 10]. When the anisotropy is represented in spherical harmonics,
Yl(0, 0), the symmetry may be denoted by the lowest value of I needed to describe the
phenomenon. Uniaxial symmetry requires that the expansion begin with terms having an I
value of 2, while cubic symmetry requires an I > 4. The behavior of Ki with temperature
is given by
Ki(T) -M(T) 2 (2.3)
K(T0) M(oT)
The temperature dependence of K1 (cubic anisotropy, I = 4), and Ku (uniaxial anisotropy,
I = 2) is plotted in Fig. 2-1. This treatment is most applicable to oxides and rare-earth
based magnetic materials, in which the magnetic moment is well localized [12]. However,
it is also successful in representing the anisotropy behavior in some transition metals and
alloys: the anisotropy of symmetries requiring lower 1 values is expected to fall off more
slowly as temperature increases than those of higher I values. Keffer [15] showed that
Eq. 2.3 is most applicable to transition metals at low temperatures relative to their Curie
temperature; at higher temperatures there is a gentler temperature dependence of magnetic
anisotropy, as predicted by Van Vleck [14].
Magnetoelastic Anisotropy
Magnetoelastic anisotropy is due to the connection between strain and magnetic behavior.
Its origin can also be traced to the spin-orbit interaction. Strain in a material can alter
the local symmetry around atoms, thus altering their magnetic behavior. Magnetoelastic
18
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Figure 2-1: Temperature dependence of cubic (K1) and uniaxial (K,) anisotropies as given
by Eq. 2.4.
anisotropy energy for a cubic material is given by the following expression:
-EMagnetoelastic = B(ellca2+e 2 2 c2+e 3 3 0ca)+2B 2 (e1 2 C1a 2 + e23 ac2a 3 + e3 a3ct1) + ... (2.4)
The B's in Equation 2.4 are the magnetoelastic coupling coefficients, and the e's are com-
ponents of the strain tensor. In this representation, the shear strains, eij, are tensor shear
strains, as opposed to engineering shear strains. Note that a uniaxial strain in a cubic
crystal induces a uniaxial magnetoelastic anisotropy.
Measuring the Anisotropy
We can measure the magnetic anisotropy energy of a material by applying an external field
along various directions and observing the rotation of M into the direction of the field.
This response is typically monitored through the measurement of a hysteresis, or M(H)
loop. The hysteresis loops obtained in this study are plots of the component of M parallel
to the applied field H as a function of H.
An externally applied magnetic field will influence the direction of the magnetization
in a material by exerting a torque on the magnetization vector. The corresponding energy,
termed the Zeeman energy, is
Ezeeman = -oH-M (2.5)
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Figure 2-2: Anisotropy energy represented as the area between the hard axis M(H) loop
(dashed line) and the easy axis loop (solid line).
which is a minimum if M is parallel to H. When a strong magnetic field is applied along
a direction other than the easy axes, the local magnetization vector will rotate towards, or
switch through domain wall motion to a direction aligned with the applied field, lowering
the Zeeman energy at the expense of increased magnetic anisotropy energy.
The anisotropy energy is the difference between the energy needed to saturate a material
in its hardest direction and the energy needed to saturate in its easiest direction. If the
M(H) loop taken for H applied along the hard axis has the shape given by the dashed line
in Fig. 2-2, and the easy axis loop is given by the solid line, then the shaded region between
the two loops represents the anisotropy energy. For a linear response along the hard axis
(H < Hk), this energy is given by HkM,/2.
Several magnetic parameters besides anisotropies can also be obtained from hysteresis
loops, as indicated on the sample loop in Figure 2-3. The line marked initial response is the
M-H behavior for an initially demagnetized sample; and the remainder of the curve is the
loop obtained after continually sweeping the field so that the film becomes fully saturated
in both the positive and negative direction. The height of the curve is governed by the
saturation magnetization M,, and the slope at any point of the curve is the susceptibility,
i. The half-width of the loop at M=O is the coercive field, H,, which is a measure of the
energy needed to overcome barriers to domain wall motion.
If M remains uniform and in the plane of the film, the Stoner-Wohlfarth (SW) model
[]L7] predicts the film's M(H) behavior. This model involves minimizing the magnetic energy
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of the film as given by the sum of the anisotropies and the Zeeman energy described above.
The SW model neglects domain wall effects and assumes coherent magnetization reversal.
We will use this model when we interpret the temperature dependence of the anisotropy in
Co/Cu vicinal to (001) films in Chapter 4.
2.2 Anisotropy in Thin Films
W'hen considering thin films, as opposed to bulk materials, there are a few more contri-
butions to magnetic anisotropy that must be considered. These are typically referred to
as magnetic surface anisotropies (MSA), and they arise because a significant fraction of a
thin film is at either the surface (film/vacuum interface) or the film/substrate interface.
Atoms at either of these interfaces are in very different local environments than atoms in
the bulk, and thus give rise to additional anisotropies. Other phenomena become important
because of the small dimensions in thin films, and the interactions between the film and the
substrate.
Many research groups have shown that MSA, including strain effects [18, 19, 20, 21] and
effects of substrate morphology [3, 4, 5, 22] is a significant factor governing the anisotropy
in films and multilayers. In some systems, the MSA is strong enough to overcome the
magnetostatic energy (Sec. 2.1) of the film and produce a perpendicular easy axis (e.g.
Ni/Cu [19], Fe/Ag [23, 24, 25], Fe/Cu [26, 27, 28, 29]). Interpretations of surface anisotropy
have focussed largely on phenomenological descriptions using the N/el surface anisotropy
model [1], and there have been a few first-principle calculations (e.g. Ref. [30]). A difficulty
encountered in calculating magnetic anisotropies from first principles is that the spin-orbit
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interaction is quite small compared to other electronic energies. Recently, however, Victora
and MacLaren have brought these two approaches together, demonstrating that the Neel
model agrees well with electronic structure calculation results for Co/Pd multilayers [18].
Special anisotropy considerations in thin films are introduced below, in the context of the
bulk anisotropies described in the previous section.
Magnetostatic Considerations in Thin Films
At very small thicknesses, the magnetostatic energy of a film can no longer be calculated
using a continuum approach, as is used in obtaining Eq. 2.1. As shown by Draaisma
and de Jonge [31], for ultrathin films the demagnetization energy found when treating a
magnetic film as a collection of discrete dipoles can differ from that calculated based on
a continuum approach. Also, as shown by Bruno [32], depending on the degree of surface
and interface roughness, magnetostatic anisotropy for an ultrathin film may even favor
magnetization perpendicular to the film. In this thesis, in the fcc Co/Cu(lln) films for
which we measure anisotropies (t > 12 A), the film thicknesses are beyond the range in
which surface magnetostatic effects are significant, as shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. [31]. However,
for completeness, we have calculated the magnetostatic energy of both fcc Co/Cu and Fe/W
vicinal to (001) films (Sec. 4.1.5).
Magnetocrystalline Considerations at Surfaces
In ultrathin films, a significant fraction of the film is occupied by atoms at the surface, or
at the film/substrate interface. The most obvious difference between atoms at a surface
and atoms in the bulk is that the surface atoms have no neighboring atoms on one side.
Relative to the bulk, they are in a state of lower coordination, symmetry and different
electronic charge distribution. This reduction in symmetry manifests itself in magnetic
surface anisotropy. Atoms at the the film/substrate interface will similarly experience a
changed environment, resulting in interface anisotropy. This type of anisotropy is modeled
and discussed in detail in chapter 5.
Miagnetoelastic Considerations in Thin Films
Strain is likely to be present in thin films for a variety of reasons, and we must consider
the corresponding magnetoelastic anisotropies. Many of the strains in thin films are due to
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interactions with the substrate. For example, a difference in thermal expansion coefficients
between the film and the substrate will cause strain if the film is deposited at one temper-
ature and then heated or cooled. Other strains are caused by deposition conditions; such
as the strain around defects induced during deposition. Still another source of strain which
becomes important in thin films is surface relaxation. Atoms at the surface move inwards
toward the bulk to adjust to the electronic charge distribution at a free surface [33, 34]. If
the net strain in a film is anisotropic, magnetoelastic coupling produces a corresponding
magnetic anisotropy.
In epitaxial films, an important cause of strain is the difference, or mismatch, in the lat-
tice constants of the film and substrate. The lattice mismatch is defined as 7 = (aoubstrate -
afilm)/asubtate, which for cobalt on copper is 1.9%. Lattice mismatch may be accommo-
dated by a biaxial strain in the film, or by nucleation of misfit dislocations [35]. There is a
critical thickness above which nucleation of dislocations to relieve the strain in the volume
of the film becomes energetically favorable. This thickness depends on the size of the misfit,
elastic constants of the materials, and the Burgers vector of the dislocations. For the Cu
and Co system, the critical thickness is expected to be around 12 A, but has not been
experimentally measured [36]. For films thinner than the critical thickness, the misfit strain
is isotropic in the film plane and does not alter the in-plane anisotropy. Magnetoelastic
energy can dominate over the magnetostatic energy in some thin-film systems and produce
an easy axis perpendicular to the film (e.g. Ni/Cu, [37]).
The present treatments of magnetoelastic effects in thin films typically rely upon bulk
values of magnetoelastic coupling coefficients. There have been several experimental stud-
ies which indicate that the magnetoelastic coefficients at surfaces can be very different
from bulk coefficients [37, 38, 39, 40]. Such a difference is also predicted using the pair-
interaction model presented in chapter 5, and is discussed in Sec. 5.5. Measurements of
surface magnetoelastic coupling coefficients in thin films along with a proper treatment of
magnetoelasticity for such systems is required in order to fully understand the origin of
surface and thin film anisotropies.
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2.3 fcc Co/Cu(001): Growth and Magnetic Properties
Our study involves a derivative of the Co/Cu(001) system. Co/Cu(001) serves as a useful
reference because it has been extensively studied and is well characterized with respect to
both its growth characteristics and its magnetic behavior. The recent interest in properties
of ultrathin Co films arose from the search for materials to be used in magneto-optic data
storage applications. Co/Pt and Co/Pd superlattices are attractive systems for a new
generation of magnetic recording media due to their easy axis perpendicular to the film,
enhanced Kerr rotation at short wavelengths, and corrosion resistance [41, 42, 43]. In an
effort to study the magnetic effect in these superlattice structures, some research groups
shifted their focus to simpler materials systems such as Co/Cu in which they could eliminate
the complexity of induced interfacial moments in the Pd and Pt [44, 45].
Film Growth
The Co/Cu(001) system exhibits epitaxial, layer-by-layer growth, stabilizing the Co in
the fcc structure. This growth mode has been confirmed by Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES) [46], medium energy electron diffraction (MEED) [45], low energy electron diffraction
(LEED) [47], ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) [48], and TEAS [45]. There is
some recent evidence that the first two layers may deviate from the layer-by-layer growth
mode, with islands of the second layer forming before the first layer is complete [49, 50, 51].
Co/Cu(001) films show p(lxl) symmetry; there is no surface reconstruction [45]. The films
also grow with a high degree of structural perfection, and yield a sharp interface [47, 46, 52,
53]. There is no significant interdiffusion between the Co and Cu for temperatures below
460 K[54], as expected given that Co and Cu are immiscible at these temperatures (Fig. 2-4
[55]). Because of the perfection with which Co/Cu(001) films can be made, they are very
suitable for studying magnetic surface effects without the complication of interdiffusion and
interfacial defects.
There is a 1.9% mismatch between the fcc Co and Cu which puts the Co film in a
state of biaxial tension. Studies of Co/Cu(001) films thicker than 4 ML indicate that the
epitaxial films have a constant homogeneous strain [56]. Despite the accumulation of strain
energy in the growing overlayer, fcc Co films of more than 15 ML have been made which
exhibit reasonable quality as judged by LEED [46]. The critical thickness for Co/Cu at
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which misfit dislocations develop to relieve the strain has not been measured experimentally.
Accompanying the isotropic extension of the Co in the film plane is a contraction along the
surface normal from 1.78 A to 1.74 A[54], resulting in a tetragonal distortion of the ultrathin
films.
Magnetic Properties
The magnetic properties of Co/Cu(001) are also well characterized in the literature. For
thicknesses around 3 ML, the Curie temperature is 600 K, well above room temperature
[54], and the room-temperature coercivity is very low (5 Oe).
The magnetic anisotropy of Co/Cu(001) appears to be primarily governed by the mag-
netostatic energy of a thin film, and the magnetocrystalline energy of fcc Co. For films 3 ML
and thicker, the magnetostatic energy creates a strong anisotropy favoring magnetization
in the plane of the film. This in-plane magnetization has been shown for Co/Cu(001) films
up to 20 ML of coverage using spin resolved photoemission and MOKE [57]. There is also
a 4-fold in-plane anisotropy with < 110 > easy directions of magnetization, as predicted by
Equation 2.1 for a negative K1.
The magnetic domain structure in Co/Cu(001) films 3 - 19 ML thick has been studied
using spin-polarized secondary electron microscopy (SEMPA) [3]. The domains in the film
are several hundred microns in size. In the "as grown state" the films are single domain
except for small closure domains at the edges. The large domain size found in these films
greatly increases the probability that the laser beam used for MOKE is probing single
domain patches. The domain walls do not necessarily coincide with easy directions of
magnetization, giving the film a random domain pattern which does not reflect the magnetic
symmetry of the film.
2.4 Ni8oFe20/Cu(001): Growth and Magnetic Properties
Our reference system for the vicinal Ni-Fe films investigated in this thesis is Ni80Fe20/Cu(001).
Ni-Fe alloys around this 80-20 composition are widely used because of their excellent soft
magnetic properties. They have extremely small magnetocrystalline anisotropies and mag-
netoelastic coupling coefficients, as indicated in Fig. 2-5 [58]. For a general review of
applications and properties of these materials, see Ref. [58] and references therein. Thin
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Figure 2-5: Anisotropy constant and magnetostriction constants for Ni-Fe alloys. The
magnetoelastic coupling coefficient B1 is proportional to Aloo, and B2 is proportional to
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films of NisoFe2o are typically used in polycrystalline form, thus there is not as much in-
formation in the literature regarding the growth and properties of single-crystal, epitaxial
Ni80Fe2 0/Cu(001) as can be found for Co/Cu(001). However, a recent application of Ni-
Fe alloys in a new type of magnetic recording head has spurred some investigations of
NisoFe20/Cu(001). Ni8soFe20/Cu heterostructures are being developed for use in magne-
toresistive (MR) devices. The performance of these devices depends sensitively on the
structure of the Ni-Fe/Cu interface. It was recently demonstrated by Hashim and Atwater
that epitaxial NisoFe20/Cu(001) yields atomically abrupt interfaces, while the interfaces in
polycrystalline NisoFe20/Cu(001) are quite rough [59].
Growth
Epitaxial growth of fcc Ni8OFe2o on Cu has been demonstrated at room temperature by
ion-beam sputtering [59], evaporation [60], and molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) [61]. The
interface in the sputtered films were atomically abrupt, as demonstrated by cross-sectional
TEM. The lattice mismatch betwee Cu and Ni8sFe 20 is 3%, and the growth is pseudomorphic
up to the critical thickness of 2.3 nm [59].
Magnetic Properties
The magnetic properties of NisoFe2O/Cu(001) have been studied by MOKE [59], ferromag-
netic resonance (FMR) and an M-H loop tracer [61], and vibrating sample magnetometry
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(VSM) [60]. The epitaxial films show rather large coercivities (Hc ; 35 Oe) for films thin-
ner than 30 A[59]. For larger thicknesses, the coercivity decreases monotonically to a few
Oersteds. The easy axes are the in-plane < 110 > directions.
2.5 Vicinal Surfaces: Structure and Magnetic Effects
Vicinal surfaces are important in a number of diverse areas: catalysis, crystal growth, crack
propagation, tribology [62]; but studies have only recently begun to uncover their influence
on magnetism [3, 6, 4, 22]. A vicinal surface is a single crystal surface oriented a small angle
away from a low index plane, in a well defined direction. For example, the (11n) surfaces
used in this study are vicinal to the (001) low-index surface. The (11n) surface's normal,
the [11n] direction, is a small angle away form the [001] direction, rotated toward the [110]
direction, as shown in Figure 2-6. The angle between the [11n] and [001] directions is given
by tan-'(/2/n).
Structure
Vicinal surfaces have characteristic surface morphologies. They typically facet into terraces
of the low-index plane which are separated by atomic steps. The ideal morphology of a
(11n) surface is shown in Figure 2-6. The (001) terraces are an average of n/2 atoms wide,
and the atomic steps run parallel to the [110] direction. The presence of these steps reduces
the overall symmetry of the surface from the four-fold symmetry of an (001) plane.
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Figure 2-7: STM image of the Cu(l 1 13) surface
Vicinal Cu surfaces from the same source as those used in this study have also been
extensively studied via scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) by Frohn and co-workers
[63, 64, 65]. These crystals were cut using an electric discharge machine (EDM), and were
polished to the desired (11n) orientation to within 0.20. The surface roughness is less than
60 A[63]. Two of the STM images of these surfaces are shown in Fig. 2-7 and Fig. 2-8.
Fig. 2-7 is an image of the Cu(1 1 13) surface [66]. The mean width of the terraces is the
expected 6.5 atoms. However, as can be seen in the figure, there is a distribution of step
widths. This average step width was also confirmed in Cu(1 1 13) using LEED [3].
Figure 2-8a is an STM image of the Cu(117) surface. Frohn and co-workers also ob-
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Figure 2-8: a) STM image of the Cu(l 1 7) surface, b) step-step distance distribution on
the Cu(117) surface
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served the expected mean terrace width of 3.5 atoms in this surface [63]. The terrace width
distribution is quite narrow, as indicated in Fig. 2-8b. In a vicinal surface there is an repul-
sive step-step interaction at small separations which keeps the terrace width uniform in the
Cu(117) surface. The step-step interaction becomes attractive for intermediate separations;
thus in the Cu(1 1 13) surface which has wider terraces, the distribution broadens [63].
As temperature is varied, vicinal metal surfaces go through a transition between an
ordered phase with straight surface steps and a disordered phase in which the steps me-
ander. The temperature of this order-disorder transition is referred to as the roughening
temperature, TR, and occurs well below the bulk melting point [67]. For Cu(lln) sur-
faces, as n increases, and the step-step distance becomes larger, TR decreases. For Cu(113),
Cu(115), and Cu(117) the roughening temperatures are 620 K, 380 K, and 315 K, respec-
tively [68, 69, 67]. The roughening temperature also scales with the melting temperature
of a material. Melting temperatures for Co and Cu are 14550C and 1083°C, respectively;
therefore, it is expected that the TR for Co/Cu vicinal films will be higher than TR for bare
Cll.
Magnetic Effects
The reduced morphological symmetry in vicinal surfaces manifests itself in the magnetic
properties of films grown on such surfaces. Previous to this thesis, these magnetic effects
had been observed in two materials systems: fcc Co/Cu(l 1 13) films 3 ML thick [3],
and bcc Fe/W vicinal to (001) films between 1 ML and 2.5 ML thick [4]. Since we have
begun this investigation [6], our collaborators Oepen and co-workers have also investigated
Co/Cu(1 1 17), and Krams et al. have examined Cu/Co/Cu(l 1 13). The following sections
review the published information on these systems.
fcc Co/Cu(lln)
The growth of Co films on Cu(lln) is very similar to that on Cu(001), being both epitaxial
and layer-by-layer [3]. However, their magnetic properties reflect the reduction in surface
symmetry due to the presence of the steps. The Co/Cu(lln) film still shows no observable
out-of-plane magnetization, but in-plane it exhibits uniaxial anisotropy with the easy direc-
tion of magnetization parallel to the steps. Scanning electron microscopy with polarization
analysis (SEMPA) studies show that the magnetic domain structures in Co/Cu(1 1 13) films
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are similar to those for Co/Cu(001) in that they are irregular in shape [3]. The symmetry
of the domain structures is not determined by the anisotropy of the film. The domains are
approximately 100 Ium wide. We discuss the magnetic properties of Co/Cu(1 1 13) further
in chapter 5.
Krams et al. have recently investigated the anisotropy of Cu/Co/Cu(1 1 13) films
between 4 and 14 ML thick [70]. Their Co films are capped by 20 ML of Cu to allow for ez-
situ room-temperature Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS) experiments, through which they
determine the films' magnetic anisotropy. They also find uniaxial anisotropy, with an easy
axis parallel to the steps in the Co/Cu(1 1 13) films. The bulk and surface contributions to
the uniaxial anisotropy are observed to be of opposite sign, with the bulk favoring alignment
of easy axis parallel to the steps, and the surface favoring alignment perpendicular to the
steps. Because their films are capped, the surface contribution cited by Krams et al. is
actually a Co/Cu interface anisotropy. We show in chapters 4 and 5 that our study indicates
the Co/vacuum surface contribution favors magnetization parallel to the steps. Krams et
al. conclude that the origin of the bulk uniaxial anisotropy is magnetoelastic (Eq. 2.4)
by defining the strain as a biaxial misfit in the (1 1 13) plane and taking M to be in the
(1 1 13) plane. They do not attempt to determine the origin of the interfacial contribution
to the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy.
Oepen and co-workers have investigated the temperature dependence of the anisotropy
in a 2 ML film of Co/Cu(1 1 17) [71]. This surface has (001) terraces 8.5 atoms wide.
The anisotropy in the as-grown films, at room temperature, is uniaxial with an easy axis
parallel to the steps. At 100°C, the anisotropy becomes nearly biaxial. Upon a further
increase in temperature the films again exhibit uniaxial anisotropy favoring magnetization
parallel to the steps. Oepen and co-workers attribute these transitions in anisotropy to
thermal roughening of the surface and interface steps. The steps at the surface, being
easier to disorder, presumably roughen and cause the first transition from uniaxial to biaxial
behavior. They propose that at higher temperatures the interface steps roughen as well,
returning the films to a uniaxial anisotropy state. Thermal roughening of the steps would
similarly explain our observations regarding the temperature dependence of the uniaxial
anisotropy in Co/Cu(1 1 13) (Sec. 4.1) [6].
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bcc Fe/W(Oln)
The magnetic properties of p(lxl) bcc Fe/W vicinal to (001) have been investigated by
Chen and Erskine [4]. The W surface on which they deposited Fe was also vicinal to (001);
however, instead of having Miller indices (11n), this vicinal surface is an (Oln) surface. The
normal to an (Oln) surface is a small angle from [001] rotated toward the [010] direction. The
surface studied by Chen and Erskine was 4 from the (001), or approximately an (0 1 14)
surface. The (001) terraces in their films are 25 Awide, as judged by LEED, and the atomic
surface steps are parallel to the [100] direction.
The surface steps in the (Oln) vicinal film also induced a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy
in the Fe. For thicknesses between 1 and 2.5 ML, the Fe/W films exhibited an in-plane
easy axis perpendicular to the steps. We further examine the anisotropy in this system in
chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Techniques
In chapter 2, the background material for this study was reviewed. In this chapter, we
describe our experimental equipment and techniques. Section 3.1 gives the process for
preparation of the substrate and subsequent deposition of the magnetic film. Auger elec-
tron spectroscopy, which is used to monitor film and substrate cleanliness, as well as film
thickness is reviewed in Sec. 3.2. The magneto-optical technique used for magnetic charac-
terization is described in Section 3.3.
3.1 Sample Preparation and Film Deposition
Wrhen studying ultrathin films, the film must be kept free of contaminants during all stages
of the experiment. In order to obtain such cleanliness, the growth and characterization of
the cobalt and permalloy films were performed in UHV. The vacuum chamber is shown
schematically in Figure 3-1. The chamber is equipped with a mechanical roughing pump,
and a turbo-pump which provide a base pressure of 1 x 10-10 torr.
The sample holder is mounted on a manipulator capable of XYZ motion and 360°
rotation about the Z-axis (See Figure 3-2). It is used to maneuver the sample into position
for the various parts of the experiment: sputter cleaning, evaporation, Auger Spectroscopy,
and magnetic characterization. The manipulator is also capable of rotating the substrate
1800 about its normal. Such rotation is crucial to our study in order that the magnetic
anisotropy in the plane of the film can be characterized. All of the materials on the sample
holder are nonmagnetic; therefore, it does not interfere with the magnetic measurements
performed on the film.
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The single-crystal Cu substrates are cleaned in-situ via Ar+ ion sputtering. After sputter
cleaning, the substrate is annealed to 700C to allow the surface to heal and any bulk
contaminants to diffuse to the surface. Several cycles of sputtering and annealing are
performed until the substrate is clean (< 1% surface contamination). The cleanliness of
the substrate is checked using Auger Electron Spectroscopy, which will be described below.
The main contaminants on the copper substrate are oxygen and carbon.
When the substrate is clean, the ultrathin film is deposited using e--beam evaporation.
A schematic of the evaporator designed and built for this study is shown in Figure 3-3.
Evaporation of the source is achieved using electron beam heating. A tungsten filament is
used to supply electrons, and a positive voltage is applied to a source rod accelerating the
electrons to the rod where their energy is transferred to the source, melting and evaporating
the tip. The Co and Ni78Fe22 sources were 99.99% and 99.9% pure, respectively. They
were both extensively outgassed before deposition. e--beam evaporation is a rather clean
deposition technique because only the tip of the source is evaporated. The evaporating
material is not in contact with any crucible which might contaminate it.
The amount of material being deposited is monitored by a quartz crystal oscillator
(QCO). The deposition rate as given by the QCO is calibrated with film thickness by moni-
toring the growth of thick films which can be measured ez situ using a step profilometer. The
thickness is also calibrated using the Auger spectrum as described below. The deposition
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rate is approximately 0.5 A/min.
The composition of permalloy films e--beam deposited using our permalloy source was
examined by Auger depth profiling [40]. The films had the same composition as the source
rod throughout the film thickness. This indicates that neither the Ni nor the Fe preferen-
tially evaporate from the source.
The chamber used for these experiments is not equipped to characterize the growth
mode of the films or the crystalline quality of the film and substrate. While the intent
of the proposed experiments is to study magnetic properties and not film growth, the two
are interrelated because the magnetic properties depend on the microstructure of the film.
The growth mode is affected by such parameters as substrate temperature, deposition rate,
substrate orientation, etc. The growth conditions used for this study are those used by
our collaborators, as described in Ref. [72], who have extensively studied the growth of
Co/Cu(001). Because the quality of the films is an important factor in determining its
magnetic properties, further capabilities for characterizing and controlling growth in this
chamber must be developed.
3.2 Auger Spectroscopy
In this study, Auger spectroscopy is used both to check the cleanliness of the substrate and
film, and to determine film thickness. Auger electron spectroscopy is based on a radiationless
electron transition called the Auger effect. In the Auger process, a core level of a surface
atom is ionized by an impinging beam of electrons, as shown in Fig. 3-4a. The excited
atom can decay to a lower energy state if one of its outer electrons drops into the vacant
core level. Depending on the incident beam energy, the energy which is produced by such
a valence level-core level transition can be released as radiation, or alternatively, by the
radiationless Auger process (Fig. 3-4b). In the latter case, the excess energy from the
transition is given to an outer electron of the same atom, which is then ejected from the
atom with that characteristic kinetic energy.
Due to the small inelastic mean-free-path of electrons, Auger electrons from atoms within
only the first few layers will escape without significant loss of energy. Such electrons will
give peaks in the energy distribution of secondary electrons. The energy and shape of these
Auger peaks can be used to determine the composition of the surface. Auger spectra can
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Figure 3-4: The Auger process: a) core level ionization, b) release of Auger electron.
also be used to determine the thickness of ultrathin films. The ratio of the peak intensity of
the substrate species and the peak intensity of film species decreases as the film thickness
increases as shown in Figure 3-5. [54]
3.3 Magneto-Optic Kerr Effect
The magnetic properties of the films are characterized using a magneto-optic technique.
There are two major magneto-optic effects: the Faraday effect, and the Kerr effect. Both
of these effects involve rotation of the angle of polarization for linearly polarized light. The
Faraday effect occurs when light passes through a transparent medium in the presence of a
magnetic field; the Kerr effect occurs when light is reflected from a ferromagnetic material.
Although the microscopic origin of magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) is well established
[73, 74, 75, 76], MOKE can most easily be described in terms of the anisotropy induced
in the optical parameters of a material by its magnetization. The conductivity tensor for
structures with at least cubic symmetry, magnetized in the z direction is of the form below:
o= - yor or 0 (3.1)
0 0 azz
The elements of this tensor are generally complex: aij = aJ) + ia). The absorptive part
of the conductivity is represented by the real part (a(1)) of the diagonal elements, and the
imaginary part, (r(2)) of the off-diagonal elements. The absorptive component of a diagonal
element is related to the sum of the absorption of left-circularly polarized light (LCP) and
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Figure 3-5: Auger-peak ratio as a function of film thickness.
right circularly polarized light (RCP), while the off-diagonal element is related to their
difference [74].
(1) = PLCP + PRCP (2) =PLCP - PRCP (3.2)
P is the power absorbed by a solid interacting with an electric field. Thus, if a2is finite, the
LCP and RCP components of the light are absorbed by different amounts in the material
and the state of the light's polarization changes. Light which was initially linearly polarized
becomes elliptically polarized and the plane of polarization is rotated upon reflection from
or transmission through a material with a finite a2 .
The relation of a(2) to the magnetization of the sample was calculated by Argyres using
a quantum mechanical approach which included the spin-orbit interaction [73]. He found a
direct proportionality between a() and magnetization. However, it is difficult to use MOKE
as an absolute magnetometer because of the importance of spin-orbit interaction strength,
scattering geometry, and photon energy dependence, etc. on the signal size. An important
point is that the only temperature dependence of the magneto-optical effects is due to the
M(T) behavior of the material, thus MOKE can be used to probe M(T).
For magnetic characterization, the sample is maneuvered into the gap of an electromag-
net inside the vacuum chamber. The magnet is capable of applying in-plane fields up to
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600 Oe. Because the sample manipulator can rotate the sample about its normal, the mag-
netic field can be applied along any in-plane direction. There is a heating filament mounted
inside the magnet's gap which is used to heat the sample in order to study the temperature
dependence of the magnetic anisotropy. The temperature of the sample is monitored using
a thermocouple on the sample-holder, as shown in Fig. 3-2.
The MOKE set-up is shown in Figure 3-6. Polarized light from a 3mW He-Ne laser is
passed through a polarizer. The laser and polarizer are configured to produce s-polarized
light, which is light whose electric field vector oscillates perpendicular to the plane of inci-
dence. This plane is defined by the propagation vector of the light and the normal to the
sample's surface. The light enters the vacuum chamber through a window and is reflected
by the sample. The reflected beam travels out through another window, and through a
A/4-retarder. The A/4-retarder removes any ellipticity in the polarization caused by bire-
fringence in the windows. Finally, the light passes through another polarizer, called the
analyzer, and into a photodiode detector. The analyzer is set slightly off extinction with
respect to the initial polarizer. The amount of light which is able to pass through the ana-
lyzer is proportional to the amount of rotation due to MOKE, and is referred to as the Kerr
intensity. In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the laser beam is chopped before it
enters the chamber, and a lock-in amplifier is used to read the output of the photodiode.
The resulting M(H) loop is an average response over the area of the sample illuminated by
the laser beam (1mm 2 ).
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Figure 3-6: Optics and magnet used in measuring the magneto-optic Kerr effect.
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Chapter 4
Magnetic Anisotropies
Given the review in chapter 2, and the explanation of experimental techniques in chapter 3,
we now present the experimental results and discuss their implications. We have observed
that vicinal Co and Ni79Fe21 films grown on Cu(lln) surfaces exhibit uniaxial in-plane
magnetic anisotropy. As described in section 1.2, we investigated three possible mechanisms
through which the presence of surface steps can induce a uniaxial anisotropy in vicinal films.
Each part of the study presented below was designed to test one of those mechanisms. The
strength of the anisotropy in Co/Cu(lln) films decreases with increasing thickness and
increasing terrace width. The anisotropy in Co/Cu(1 1 13) films goes from uniaxial to
nearly biaxial as the temperature is increased from 270C to 1270°C. The uniaxial anisotropy
in Ni79Fe2l/Cu(117) films, while still definitely present, is much weaker than that found in
cobalt films on the same surface. Our experimental results are all consistent with anisotropy
due to broken symmetry around the step-edges; but we cannot totally rule out the other
mechanisms (magnetoelastic and magnetostatic anisotropy), as will be discussed here in
Ch. 4 and further in Ch. 5 and Ch. 6.
4.1 Co/Cu(lln)
The in-plane anisotropy in Co/Cu(lln) is uniaxial with the magnetic easy axis parallel
toa the [110] direction. As discussed in Sec. 2.5, Cu(lln) surfaces are made up of (001)
terraces separated by atomic steps which are also parallel to [110]. Recall that the in-
plane anisotropy in Co/Cu(001) films has four-fold symmetry. Through some mechanism
the presence of the atomic steps on the vicinal surface has induced the uniaxial magnetic
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Figure 4-1: Hysteresis loops taken with the field applied parallel and perpendicular to the
steps in a) 6 ML, b) 14 ML, and c) 20 ML of Co/Cu(1 1 13).
anisotropy in the Co/'Cu(lln) films.
4.1.1 Thickness Dependence
In order to determine that the uniaxial anisotropy in Co/Cu(lln) vicinal films is a surface
effect, we measured hysteresis loops as a function of cobalt film thickness. In figure 4-1
are hysteresis loops taken parallel and perpendicular to the steps for a) 6 ML, b) 14 ML,
and c) 20 ML of Co/Cu(1 1 13). In figure 4-2 are the results for a) 6ML and b) 14 ML of
Co/Cu(117). In all the films, the direction parallel to the steps is magnetically easy and
the direction perpendicular to the steps is the hard axis. This is revealed by the fact that
it akes a higher field to saturate the films perpendicular to the steps.
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Figure 4-2: Hysteresis loops taken with the field applied parallel and perpendicular to the
steps in a) 6 ML and b) 14 ML Co/Cu(117).
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The thickness dependence is most clearly seen upon examination of the Co/Cu(1 1 13)
results. As demonstrated in Fig. 4-1, the uniaxial anisotropy strengthens as the film
thickness decreases. For thinner films, a larger applied field is required to saturate the
material in the direction perpendicular to the steps. For the 14 and 20 ML films, we can
calculate an anisotropy energy density, AEII_ , directly from the hysteresis loops, assuming
the bulk value for M,. As illustrated in Fig. 2-2 on page 20, the anisotropy energy density
is roughly (1/2)HkM,, where Hk is the anisotropy field at which the film is saturated in
the hard direction. For the 6 ML film, in which the hard axis could not be saturated with
the magnetic field available in-situ, we cannot directly determine AEiI_ l. An extrapolation
of the hard axis loop to the saturation magnetization for the film, as determined from the
easy axis loop, can be used to get a reasonable estimate of AEII_L. The anisotropy values
obtained for these films are plotted in Fig 4-3. For the Co/Cu(117) films, because the hard
axis loops are so far from saturation, it is difficult to extrapolate meaningful quantitative
values for the anisotropies.
If the uniaxial anisotropy is caused by the reduced symmetry around atoms at the surface
steps, we expect the strength of the anisotropy to decrease as the thickness increases. Neel
proposed that such surface anisotropies will have a 1/t dependence, where t is the thickness
of the film [1]. We discuss in detail how to model these anisotropies in chapter 5. In order to
compare the experimental results presented here to the model, we have fit the anisotropies
measured in Co/Cu(l 1 13) films to the form AEII_ = Ebulk + Eurface/t. That fit, given
in Eq. 4.1, is shown in Fig. 4-3 along with the data, and is given by
AhEIi = (-0.6- 2t )x105 erg/cm 3 . (4.1)
To summarize, the important facts concerning the thickness dependence of the anisotropy
in Co/Cu(lln) films are the following: 1) for all film thickness studied, there is a uniaxial
in-plane anisotropy, 2) the easy axis is always parallel to the steps, and 3) the strength of
the anisotropy increases consistent with t- 1 as the film thickness decreases. The final point
indicates that the mechanism through which the steps induce the uniaxial anisotropy is a
surface effect.
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Figure 4-3: Anisotropy as a function of thickness in Co/Cu(1 1 13). The triangles indicate
the anisotropy alone, and the squares indicate the anisotropy multiplied by the thickness.
The solid curve is the fit to the data given by Eq. 4.1; the solid straight line is Eq. 4.1
multiplied by the film thickness.
4.1.2 Terrace-Width Dependence
While the thickness dependence of the anisotropy indicates that it is a surface effect, we
can not yet deduce that it is a surface step-edge effect. In order to do so, we investigated
the anisotropy as a function of terrace width, or equivalently as a function of surface step
density.
To demonstrate this behavior, we examine the in-plane anisotropy in Co films of the same
thickness grown on both a Cu(1 1 13) substrate and a Cu(117) substrate. As shown in Sec.
2.5, the terraces on the substrate are on average 6.5 atoms and 3.5 atoms wide, respectively.
The hysteresis loops taken with the external field applied at various in-plane angles are
shown for a 14 ML Co/Cu(1 1 13) film in Fig. 4-4 and for a 14 ML Co/Cu(117) film in Fig.
4..5. The angle 3 indicates the angle between the applied field and the direction parallel to
the steps. Along the hard axis ( = 900), the (1 1 13) film saturates at approximately 400
Oe, while at the same field strength, the (117) film is still far from saturating. The uniaxial
anisotropy is strongest in the film with the narrowest terraces, or the greatest step density.
This trend indicates that the step-edges are important in determining the strength of the
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uniaxial anisotropy.
4.1.3 Magnetization Reversal
Another piece of information that can be obtained from the M-H loops in Fig. 4-5 is the
mechanism through which the magnetic moments in the film align with the external field.
Figure 4-6 is a plot of the coercive field (He) and the remanent Kerr intensity normalized
to the intensity at saturation (IK(O)/IK(Hk)) as functions of the angle between the applied
field and the steps in the film (/3). The coercive field, shown in circles, is the half-width of
the M-H curve at zero magnetization, and the remanent Kerr intensity, shown in stars, is
proportional to the component of magnetization parallel to the field direction when Het=O.
Superimposed on the coercivity data is a dashed curve representing the easy axis coercivity
(H,B=,, ) divided by cos/3; along with the Kerr intensity data , cos/3 is plotted as a solid
line.
The trends in the Hc and IK(O) both indicate that the films respond to an external
field first by domain wall motion, and then, after a single domain state is achieved, M
rotates into the direction of the field. This result is readily explained through geometric
arguments. Consider Fig. 4-7a, a simple representation of a demagnetized film oriented
with the easy axis parallel to the applied field (Het). Once the field is greater than the
coercivity (Hc,a=o), the domains in which M is parallel to the field will grow at the expense
of the antiparallel domains (Fig. 4-7b). With the barrier to domain wall motion overcome,
the film quickly saturates in the direction of the applied field, and the Kerr intensity at our
ma-ximum applied field is IK(Hk) (Fig. 4-7c). The corresponding easy axis M-H loop is
shown in Fig. 4-7d. The experimental loops taken for the 14 ML films of Co/Cu(lln) n =
7 and 13 with the field parallel to the steps (/3 = 0 °) show this type of easy axis behavior
(Figs. 4-4 and 4-5).
In Fig. 4-8a, the film is now oriented such that its easy axis is perpendicular to the
applied field (/3 = 900). In this case, domain wall motion does not decrease the magnetic
energy of the film; none of the domains contain M parallel to the field. The applied field will
cause M to rotate into the direction of the field (Fig. 4-8b). The expected M-H curve for a
uniaxial material is shown in Fig. 4-8d, which corresponds reasonably well to the /3 = 900
M-H curve in Fig. 4-4. If the maximum applied field is much less than Hk, the observed
M- H loop will represent only a portion of Fig. 4-8d, showing only a shallow straight line.
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Figure 4-5: Hysteresis loops of a 14 ML Co/Cu(117) film, taken for various angles ,3 between
the applied field and the steps.
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Figure 4-6: The coercive field (circles) and the normalized remanent Kerr intensity (stars)
as functions of the angle / between the applied field and the steps in the 14 ML Co/Cu(117)
film. The dashed and solid curves represent (Hc,3=o/cos /) and cos /, respectively
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Figure 4-7: Magnetization reversal process for an external field (H,,et) applied parallel to
the easy axis in a uniaxial material (/ = 00): a) H,-,t <Hc,O=o , b) domain wall motion, c)
saturation, d) expected hysteresis loop.
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Figure 4-8: Magnetization reversal process for an external field (He.t) applied perpendicular
to the easy axis in a uniaxial material (3 = 900): a) demagnetized state, b) rotation, c)
saturation, d) expected hysteresis loop.
Such behavior is found for fi = 900 in the Co/Cu(117) films (Fig. 4-5). We will show in the
next section that the portion of the loop between the positive and negative anisotropy fields
(--Hk < He,t < Hk) is not strictly linear because the Co/Cu(lln) films have a combination
of cubic and uniaxial anisotropies.
When the field and easy axis are neither parallel nor perpendicular, the magnetiza-
tion reversal occurs by a combination of domain wall motion and rotation, as illustrated
schematically in Fig. 4-9. Although neither of the domains contains M parallel to the field
in the demagnetized state, one of them has a larger component parallel to the field than the
other, and thus has a lower Zeeman energy (Sec. 2.1). This domain will grow at the expense
of the higher energy domain as soon as the applied field is strong enough to overcome any
barriers to domain wall motion. Upon the initial increase in field, if the field is not yet
strong enough to cause wall motion, the magnetization in both domains rotates slightly
toward the direction of the field (Fig. 4-9a). The component of field which works on the
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Figure 4-9: Magnetization reversal process for an external field (Het) applied at an angle
/3 away from the easy axis in a uniaxial material: a) He,t cos,3 <Hc,=0,o b) domain wall
motion, c) rotation, d) expected hysteresis loop.
domain walls is that which is parallel to the easy axis: Hect cos . When this component is
greater than the easy axis coercivity (H,=o), the domain walls will move, quickly putting
the film in a single domain state. (Fig. 4-9b). Upon a further increase in the applied field,
the magnetization continues to rotate toward the direction of the field (Fig. 4-9c).
The expected hysteresis loop for 0 < /3 < 900 is shown in Fig. 4-9d. The coercivity is
given by H¢,3=o/ cosL3, the field value at which the film becomes a single-domain. As the
magnetization rotates into the direction of the field, the M-H response is not linear as it was
when /3 was ninety degrees (Fig. 4-8d). The form of the M-H curve in the region of H>Hc
can be obtained using the SW model, described in Sec. 2.1 on page 20, by minimizing
the Zeeman and anisotropy energies with respect to the orientation of the magnetization.
When the applied field is returned to zero, M will rotate back to the nearest easy axis. At
te[,et=0, the component of magnetization in the direction of the applied field, the remanent
magnetization, is given by M,=M, cos /3. The expected loop corresponds quite well to the
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M-H loop obtained for 3 = 81° in the 14 ML Co/Cu(1 1 13) film (Fig. 4-4). If the maximum
applied field is greater than H,=ol cos 3, but still much less than Hk, we expect to see only
the hysteresis portion of the loop in Fig. 4-9d. This is the case for the Co/Cu(117) films
(00 <3 < 90°) in which the step-induced uniaxial anisotropy is very strong (Fig. 4-5).
4.1.4 Temperature Dependence
In order to determine if magnetostatic energy of the terraced films was a major source of
the uniaxial anisotropy, we studied the temperature-dependent behavior of the anisotropy.
As show in Sec. 2.1 on page 17, the temperature dependence of magnetostatic effects goes
as [M(T)/M(O)]2. We expected this behavior to be discernible from the temperature de-
pendence of magnetocrystalline anisotropies, which were described in Sec. 2.1 on page 18
(Ku Ix[(T)/M(0)] 3 ,Kl x[M(T)/M(O)]10). As this part of the study progressed, we realized
that separation of the magnetostatic anisotropy would not be possible; however, we still
gained valuable information regarding anisotropy in vicinal films by studying its tempera-
ture dependence.
We have examined the anisotropy in a 3 ML Co/Cu(l 1 13) film as a function of
temperature (25°C - 1300C) [6]. The easy axis loops, taken parallel to the steps, are square
loops throughout the temperature range studied with a room temperature coercivity of
approximately 5 Oe. Both the coercivity and the saturation magnetization decrease as
temperature increases, as expected in a ferromagnet. The Kerr intensity at saturation
decreases less than 12% as temperature increases from 470C to 1270C, indicating that M,
decreases less that 12% in this temperature range.
The hard-axis hysteresis loops, taken perpendicular to the steps, show interesting changes
in the shape of the M(H) loop as temperature is varied. Three hard-axis loops are shown
in Figure 4-10. At 250 C and just above, a loop with a positive curvature is observed, as in
Fig. 4-10c for T-=470°C. No measurable coercivity is detected on the steep portions of the
M(H) loop. For temperatures near 1000C, the positive curvature is no longer observed and
a simple hard-axis loop characteristic of that shown in Figure 4-10b is observed. At still
higher temperatures, the entire system becomes soft and a nearly square loop is observed
(Figure 4-10a). These changes in hard-axis M-H behavior are reversible; the strong uniax-
ial anisotropy returns when the temperature is decreased back to 250 C. This reversibility
suggests that the changes are not due to interdiffusion of the Co and Cu.
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Figure 4-10: [110] Hard axis loops for 3 ML Co/Cu(1 1 13) at 1270C, 112°C, and 47C.
The fits to the data, which are described in Table 4.1, are also shown.
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Phenomenological Analysis
The shapes of the hard axis loops can be reproduced from a free energy expression which
contains a cubic anisotropy, K1, and a uniaxial anisotropy, K, [6]. The cubic term reflects
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy in a (001) surface, while the uniaxial term reflects the
effects of the steps.
The free energy density may be expressed as shown in Equation 4.2 in a coordinate
system in which the x, y, and z axes are colinear with the [100], [010], and [001] directions
in the fcc Co, as shown in Fig. 4-11.
f = K,(a2a + a2 a2 + a 2a 2) + Kusin2 ( - 45°) - M * H (4.2)2 3 2 ala3) K (42
The a's in Equation 4.2 are the direction cosines of M. For H applied along the hard axis
(H=(H/v)[110]), and for M constrained to be in the plane of the film (M=M,[al a 2 0]),
the free energy expression reduces to
f = 4sin220 + Ksin 2(q$ - 450) - (cosq + sin+). (4.3)
4 2
We can derive the expected shape of the hysteresis loop using the SW model described
in Section 2.1 on page 20. Defining anisotropy fields Hl=2K 1 /M, and Hu=2K,/Ms, the
predicted m(H) behavior follows the form:
MoHo/2 H
m = -+ (1 - 2m 2 )Kl H, + (1 - 2m 2 )H (4.4)
m is the size of the magnetization component in the direction of the field, normalized to
the saturation magnetization. We expect H1 to be less than zero based on the fact that K1,
the magneto-crystalline constant for Co/Cu(001), is -1.2 x 106 erg/cm 3 .
The anisotropy fields obtained by fitting the model to the data are listed in Table 4.1,
and the predicted m-H curves are displayed on top of the data in Figure 4-10. The results
indicate a weakening of the uniaxial contribution to the anisotropy as the temperature
increases, and that the cubic anisotropy falls off much faster than the uniaxial anisotropy.
Upon first analysis, the weakening of the uniaxial anisotropy appears much too drastic to
be consistent with a magnetostatic origin. Magnetostatic anisotropy fields (Hi = 2Ki/M
,
)
are expected to decrease by approximately 12% in these films between 47°C and 127°C, given
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Figure 4-11: Schematic of a vicinal (11n) surface on which the crystal coordinate system
(x=[100], y=[010], and z=[001]), and the step coordinate system (x'=[110], y'=[110], and
z'=[001]) are indicated.
Temperature (C) Observations Anisotropy Fields 
. _______ _ _H,, (Oe) I H1 (Oe)
127 nearly square loop -6 _ 0
112 m linear in H -50 _ 0
47 positive curvature -132 -33
Table 4.1: Model parameters used to fit MOKE data
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the observed decrease in the magnetization. The uniaxial anisotropy field, as determined
by our fit to the data, decreases by 95% over this temperature range.
The temperature dependence of the uniaxial anisotropy indicates that something in
addition to thermal magnetic disordering is occurring in the vicinal Co film. Recall from
Sec. 2.1 on page 19 that anisotropies should decrease as the material loses some of its
magnetic order due to thermal effects, and that cubic anisotropy should fall off faster with
temperature than uniaxial anisotropy, as is observed. However, the anisotropy should not
go to zero until the film reaches the Curie temperature (Tc) and the film's long-range
magnetic order is destroyed. In the 3 ML Co/Cu(1 1 13) film, the uniaxial anisotropy is
near zero at approximately 130"C, yet the film is clearly magnetic and is still well below its
Curie temperature (M, has decreased only 12%).
The most likely explanation for this disappearance of anisotropy before T¢ is structural
disordering at the surface. In Cu(lln) films, thermal roughening of the surface steps is
significant at temperatures just above room temperature [69, 67]. As discussed in Sec. 2.5,
we would expect that the roughening temperature is slightly higher in Co/Cu(1 1 13) due to
the higher TM of cobalt. When the steps become rough, characterized by a high density of
kinks along the step-edge, any uniaxial anisotropy due to well ordered steps will diminish.
The fact that the steps thermally disorder then prevents us from excluding a magnetostatic
contribution to the anisotropy based purely on the results of our temperature-dependent
data. The disappearance of the uniaxial anisotropy well below the Curie temperature in
Co/Cu(lln) is consistent with the conclusion that this anisotropy is due to the symmetry
at the step-edges and the conclusion that it is of magnetostatic origin.
In summary, from our temperature-dependent study of the anisotropy we see that the
uniaxial anisotropy in the vicinal film vanishes when the temperature is increased to ap-
proximately 1300C. From our model of the temperature-dependent behavior, we make the
following conclusions: 1) the anisotropy in Co/Cu(lln) films can be modeled as a combi-
nation of cubic and uniaxial anisotropies, 2) the uniaxial anisotropy constant goes to zero
upon an increase in temperature well before the Curie temperature, and 3) the anisotropy
most likely disappears around 1300C due to thermal roughening of the steps.
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4.1.5 Magnetostatic (Shape) Anisotropy of a Vicinal Film
We had hoped that through the temperature-dependent study of the anisotropy, we might
determine the importance of magnetostatic effects in vicinal films. Unfortunately, because
of the presumed step roughening, we were not able to make such a determination. In an
alternate approach, we have calculated the magnetostatic energy of a vicinal film by treating
it as a collection of discrete magnetic dipoles. This calculation follows the treatment by
Draaisma and de Jonge [31], mentioned in Sec. 2.2 on page 22.
The magnetostatic anisotropy due to a collection of dipoles is calculated using the follow-
ing steps: 1) The dipole energy (ei) of each magnetic dipole i in the film must be calculated.
ei is the energy of the dipole in the field of all the other dipoles in the film, and it will depend
on the orientation of the magnetic moments. 2) The anisotropy energy (eMs,i) per dipole
is then calculated by taking the difference between the dipole energy with the moments all
pointed in one direction (e.g. parallel to the steps) and with m pointed in another direction
(e.g. perpendicular to the steps). 3) The final step in calculating the anisotropy energy
(A'eMS) for the entire film is to sum the individual anisotropies for all the dipoles (AEMS,i).
The energy of a magnetic dipole i in the field of other parallel dipoles in the film is
go m 2 3(m. rij) 2i = 8ra 3 3 + 5 ) (4.5)
in is the magnetic moment of a dipole, rij is the relative position of dipoles i and j (rij=ri-
rj), and a is the lattice constant. The anisotropy energy of a given dipole i is
YOm2 3[(inl rij)2) - (2 rij) 2 ]
A'EMS' - (4.6)
8r8na3 ~2
where mj are unit vectors in the direction of the magnetization. For example, to calculate
the in-plane anisotropy for dipole i in a vicinal film, AeMS,i,lll, m1 would be the unit
vector parallel to the steps, and m 2 would be the unit vector perpendicular to the steps.
In obtaining the results presented here, this sum was performed for all dipoles in a cylinder
with an approximate radius of 100 dipoles (or atoms) centered on dipole i.
The magnetostatic anisotropy energy of the entire film (AeMS) is then just the summa-
tion of AeMs,i over all the dipoles in the film. To make sure we account for all of them, we
have a numbering scheme for the dipoles as depicted in Fig. 4-12. The figure is a schematic
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Figure 4-12: Schematic cross-section of a vicinal film indicating the dimensions and dipole
numbering scheme used in the calculation of the magnetostatic energy of the film. Some
atoms are represented by smaller circles to indicate that they are a distance of one inter-
atomic spacing into the film.
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cross-section of the film and the dimensions indicated are consistent with the dimensions
used in deriving the Neel anisotropy in vicinal films in Appendix A. nh is the number of
monolayers in the film, nl is the length of the film in atoms measured parallel to the steps,
and nd is the width of a terrace in atoms measured perpendicular to the steps. The number
of dipoles (or atoms) in one step is the product nlndnh. If n,tep, is the number of steps in
the film, the magnetostatic anisotropy energy is
nhnd
/AMS = ntpnl AEMS,i (4.7)
i=l
To determine the anisotropic magnetostatic energy density (AEMS) we then divide
AEMS by the volume of the sample.
Vsample = Vdipolcenhndnli7ntep (4.8)
The volume of a dipole (or atom), expressed in terms of the lattice constant, will depend
on the crystal structure:
a3
Vdipolc,fcc (4.9)4
a3
Vdipole,bcc = (4.10)
For a fcc vicinal film such as Co(lln), the anisotropic magnetostatic energy density is
A,oM,2 1 ndnh7 (3[(rh. .rj)2 - (h2 j)2] (4.11)
327r kndnh =1 )1 ri1
Note that M, = m/Vdipo1,.
The results for a (1 1 13) film are plotted in Fig. 4-13 as a function of film thickness.
The curve shown with the data is a fit given by
AEMS,- 1 = (-0.4 - t x105 erg/cm3 . (4.12)
These results show that in a vicinal film, the shape alone leads to an in-plane anisotropy,
and that it favors M parallel to the steps. For t greater than approximately 4 ML, this
shape anisotropy is inversely proportional to the thickness. The magnitude of the magne-
tostatic anisotropy is relatively small; the surface term is an order of magnitude less than
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Figure 4-13: Results from discrete dipole calculation of the uniaxial in-plane magnetostatic
anisotropy in a Co/Cu(l 1 13) film.
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the anisotropy observed in Co/Cu(l 1 13) films. Thus, these calculations indicate that
magnetostatic anisotropy is not a significant factor in the Co/Cu(lln) films.
4.1.6 Magnetoelastic Considerations
The final possible explanation of the uniaxial anisotropy which we consider is magnetoe-
]lasticity in vicinal films. Any step-induced anisotropic strain in the films will result in a
magnetic anisotropy. Here we present a model of such effects in Co/Cu(lln). In the next
section, we further examine the importance of magnetoelastic anisotropy by investigating
the in-plane anisotropy of Ni79Fe21/Cu(117).
The presence of terraces only three to seven atoms wide could allow vicinal films to
relieve some of their misfit strain; and it is likely that this relaxation will not be isotropic.
The step-edges most likely allow for a greater relaxation of the misfit strain perpendicular
to the steps rather than parallel to them. The atoms at the step-edges are missing nearest
neighbors perpendicular to the steps, and thus experience a deficiency in charge density
that causes them to relax in towards the film [34, 33]. This relaxation relieves the tensile
mnisfit strain.
Magnetoelastic Model
We now consider the magnetoelastic effects of an anisotropic strain in vicinal Co(lln) films.
The strain tensor
1-60 0
e' = e 0 1 0 (4.13)
0 0 - 6)
describes the strain in an epitaxial film experiencing an in-plane biaxial misfit strain, e,,
which is relieved by a fraction 6 along the x' direction; v is Poisson's ratio. There is
a. corresponding contraction in the film along the z' axis. The x', y', and z' axes for
the strain tensor are the crystal directions [110], [110], and [001], respectively; this is the
step-coordinate system depicted in Fig. 4-11. The strain relief along the x' axis occurs
perpendicular to the steps.
In order to use Eq. 2.4 to determine the magnetoelastic energy density of the film, we
must rotate the strain tensor into the crystal coordinate system (x=[100], y=[010], and
z=[001]). The rotated tensor is
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2-E -E O
e= 6 2 - 0 , (4.14)
0 0 -(2 - 6)
and the corresponding magnetoelastic energy density (c.f. Eq. 2.4) is
1
EMagnetoelatic = (2 - 6)Ble, - (2 - 6)Ble, cos2 - B2e ,o cos 4 sin 4 sin2 9 (4.15)
where and describe the orientation of M as shown in Fig. 4-11. The uniaxial magne-
toelastic anisotropy in the (001) plane, AEIl_l, is the difference in energy between magne-
tization parallel to the steps ( = 7r/2, X = -r/4), and magnetization perpendicular to the
steps ( = r/2, = r/4):
EII_l = B26e,. (4.16)
This anisotropy equation indicates that having the magnetization parallel to the steps is the
low-energy configuration only if the product on the right side of the equation is negative.
The misfit e, in fcc Co/Cu(001) and (11n) films is positive; the Co lattice is stretched 1.9%
by epitaxial growth on copper. The accepted bulk magnetoelastic parameter B2 for fcc Co
is also positive, 2.6x108 erg/cm 3 . This value is extrapolated from data taken in fcc Co-Pd
alloys [77]. Finally, as discussed above, we expect 6 to be positive, it seems plausible that if
there is any step-induced strain relief in the films, it will be perpendicular to the steps. Our
analysis then indicates that if anisotropic strain is present in vicinal Co/Cu(lln) films, it
should create an easy axis perpendicular to the steps; the value of AEII_ is positive. This
is not consistent with the experimental anisotropies presented here. There is a possibility
that bulk B2 does not apply in the ultrathin films, as discussed in Sec. 5.6 on page 87, but
we have no other basis for the selection of B2.
4.2 Ni 79Fe2 1/Cu(117)
We studied the anisotropy in Ni79Fe21/Cu(117) films in order to further determine the
importance of magnetoelastic anisotropy in vicinal films. The anisotropy constants K1 and
the magnetoelastic coupling coefficients B1 and B2 are very small in Ni79Fe21, as shown
in Fig. 2-5. We therefore expect any magnetoelastic anisotropy to be much smaller in
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Ni-Fe than in cobalt. However, anisotropy due to broken symmetry at the step-edges is also
expected to be much smaller than in cobalt because of their different materials parameters
K1, B1, and B2. In chapter 5 we will demonstrate that the strength of this step-edge
anisotropy depends on B1 and B2.
In Fig. 4-14 are the hysteresis loops taken for a 14 ML film of Ni79Fe2l/Cu(117) with
the field applied a) parallel to the steps, and b) perpendicular to the steps. The easy axis
coercivity of the film is approximately 20 Oe. This is consistent with coercivities measured
in single-crystal Ni8oFe20/Cu(001) by Hashim and Atwater [59]. There is a small step-
induced anisotropy present in the Ni-Fe film which favors magnetization parallel to the
steps. The strength of the anisotropy is approximately AEII_L = -1.5x10 4 erg/cm 3 , more
than an order of magnitude smaller than that observed in the cobalt films on the same
substrate. This anisotropy is consistent with anisotropy due to broken symmetry around
the step-edges described in chapter 5, but we cannot rule out a magnetoelastic contribution
to the anisotropy of the Ni-Fe vicinal film. We will further discuss the Ni-Fe in chapter 6.
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Figure 4-14: Hysteresis loops for a 14 ML Ni79Fe2l1/Cu(117) film taken with the applied
field a) parallel to the steps, and b) perpendicular to the steps.
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Chapter 5
Pair-Interaction Model of
Step-Induced Anisotropy
In chapter 4, experimental evidence was presented which indicates that the uniaxial aniso-
tropy in the vicinal films is a surface step effect. As the thickness decreases, the surface
and step-edge atoms occupy a larger fraction of the total film volume, and the anisotropy
strengthens. Similarly, as the terrace width decreases, the step-edge atoms occupy a larger
fraction of the total volume, and the anisotropy strengthens. As the temperature increases,
thermally disordering the steps, the uniaxial anisotropy vanishes well below the Curie tem-
perature. All of this evidence shows that step-edges are the source of the uniaxial anisotropy.
In this chapter, we model the anisotropy due to reduced local symmetry around the
step-edge atoms. In section 5.1, a pair-interaction model previously used by Nel [1] to
predict surface anisotropies is introduced, and modified to include the effects of strain in
the film. Albrecht et al. have shown that the main aspects of the step-induced anisotropy
in Fe/W stepped (110) can be explained by Nel's model [5]. Section 5.2 describes how we
adapted the model to treat vicinal films, details the assumptions in our model, and gives
the results for cubic materials. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 detail how the model applies to the
vicinal systems Co(lln), Fe(Oln), and Co/Cu(lln). Our model predicts the experimentally
observed orientation of the easy axes in these systems, and gives reasonable agreement with
the magnitude of the measured anisotropies. The chapter concludes with a discussion of
some of the insights extracted from the model regarding the magnetic behavior of thin films,
in general.
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Figure 5-1: a) The angle V; between M, and the bond axis, r. b) and 6, the angles used
to define the direction of a vector (e.g. M.) with respect to the coordinate axes.
5.1 Neel's Surface Anisotropy Model
Nel proposed that atoms in an environment of reduced symmetry, such as those at a surface,
will give rise to anisotropies that are different from the bulk anisotropy in the material.
Nel applied the pair-interaction model developed by Van Vleck [14] to surfaces in order to
model these anisotropies. The magnetic pair interaction energy between atoms is expanded
in Legendre polynomials [1]:
3 7 35
This interaction depends on 0i, the angle between the bond axis and M,, and on the
distance between the pair of atoms, r. (See Fig. 5-1a) The first term, which is independent
of i$, includes the spatially isotropic effects such as magnetic exchange (Eec = -Ji j Si ·
Sj). It does not contribute to magnetic anisotropy. The second, dipolar term describes
anisotropies which have a two-fold axis. The third, quadrupolar term describes anisotropy
of cubic symmetry. We calculate the magnetic anisotropy energy of a film by summing this
interaction energy w(r,b) for all pairs of atoms in the film.
Strain is present in ultrathin films for various reasons, such as surface relaxation [34]
and film/substrate misfit [35]. Anisotropy due to strain is described via the Nel model by
taking into account the strain-induced changes in r and [10]. The coefficients of 5.1 are
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k;;
|| Structure K1 B 1 B2
simple cubic -2Q(rd) ()ro 2L(r)
bcc 6 Q(ro) §L(ro) §(L(ro) + (L)ro)9cc Isni, ~5~\'0 3 [ 9 dd r r
fcc Q(ro) 3L(r) + ( dL )r 2L(ro) + ( dL o
Table 5.1: Relationships between bulk anisotropy constant K1, bulk magnetoelastic con-
stants B1 and B2, and pair-interaction coefficients Q(ro), L(r), and (dL/dr)r,.
functions of the distance r between the pairs of magnetic atoms, and can be expanded in
terms of the bond strain
Li(r) = Li(ro) + d e ro +. (5.2)
where ro is the bulk unstrained bond length. The subscript indicates the type of interaction
being considered, e.g. i = 1 denotes an interaction between first nearest neighbors, i
= 2 denotes a second nearest neighbor interaction). For a given material, the values of
Li(ro) and Qi(ro), as well as their variation with the bond length (e.g. (dLi/dr) r) are
related to the anisotropy constant K1, and the magnetoelastic coefficients B1 and B2 of the
bulk material, as shown in Table 5.1 [10]. Because we cannot separate first- and second-
nearest neighbor effects in the definition of B1 and B2, and because the interaction strength
should decrease with bond length, we assume that second-nearest neighbor interactions
are relatively insignificant. The first term, G(r), also depends on r, and will no longer be
spatially isotropic in the presence of an anisotropic strain; however, because it is independent
of the orientation of M (i.e. it does not depend on 4'), it will not contribute to magnetic
anisotropy.
We have calculated the Nel coefficients for fcc Co-Co interactions using K1, B1 and B2
values extrapolated from the data of Fujiwara et al. taken at 4 K [77]. These coefficients
are listed in Table 5.2 along with the coefficients for bcc Fe and fcc Ni79Fe21, as dictated
by bulk magnetic parameters [78]. Recently, Suzuki et al. reported a room temperature
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K1 Q(ro) B1 B 2 L(r) (dL/dr) ro
106 106 l0 s 108 108 108
erg/cm3 erg/cm3 erg/cm3 erg/cm3 erg/cm3 erg/cm3
fcc Co -1.2 -1.2 -1.6 2.6. -1.5 5.5
bcc Fe 0.47 0.26 -0.29 0.71 -0.11 0.91
fcc Ni79Fe21 -0.003 -0.003 -0.14 -0.018 -0.064 0.11
Table 5.2: Anisotropy constant K1 and magnetoelastic coupling coefficients B1 and B2 for
fcc Co (at 4 K), bcc Fe (at 298 K), and fcc Ni79Fe2l (at 298 K), and the Niel model
parameters derived from them.
anisotropy constant, K1 = -6.2x105 erg/cm 3 , for ~1000 Afcc Co/Cu(001) films which is
smaller than that given in Table 5.2. As seen in Table 5.2, the magnitude of L(ro) is two
orders of magnitude larger than Q(ro); therefore, we neglect the quadrupole, and higher
order terms of Eq. 5.1 in all cases where the dipole term contributes to the anisotropy. We
have dropped the subscript i=1 on the Neel coefficients for convenience.
The Neel coefficients can alternatively be determined using first-principle calculations,
as done by Victora and MacLaren [18]. The values of L(ro) and (dL/dr) r given in Table 5.2
predict an L(r) for Co-Co interactions at a bond separation r as found in Co/Pd multilayers
[18] that is within 6% of the value obtained from the electronic structure calculations of
V'ictora and MacLaren for that system.
We express the strain in the bonds around a given atom by a strain tensor given in the
film coordinate system as described in Tables 5.3 - 5.5:
e(z ez ezz
e = e eyy eyz e (5.3)
ez eyz ezz
For the calculations presented here, we consider a biaxial strain that is uniform throughout
the thickness of the film, such as that due to unrelieved misfit between the film and substrate.
The misfit strain in the film has the form:
0 0
e = e 0 1 0 (5.4)
0 -2'-1-Vy 54
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Figure 5-2: a) Region around a surface step in fcc (11n) films, sites of different symmetry
are indicated. Nearest neighbor clusters are shown for b) bulk sites, c) surface sites, d)
step-edge sites, and e) step-corner sites.
e, is the misfit as defined in section 2.1, and v is Poisson's ratio.
5.2 Nel's Model Applied to (11n) Vicinal Films
For (11n) vicinal films we identify four distinct types of atomic sites in the film, which are
indicated in Figure 5-2a: bulk, surface, step-edge, and step-corner sites. Atoms at each
type of site are in environments of different symmetry, and contribute in different ways
to the total magnetic anisotropy. Bulk fcc atoms have twelve nearest neighbors, as shown
in Figure 5-2b. The symmetry of a surface site is reduced compared to that of the bulk
because four nearest neighbor bonds are broken in the creation of the surface. These bonds
are along [011], [011], [101], and [101] directions. The resulting nearest-neighbor cluster
around a surface atom contains only eight atoms (Fig. 5-2c).
In creating the surface steps parallel to [110] in (11n), three additional bonds are broken.
One of these is between the atom at the upper edge of the step and its nearest neighbor in
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the [110] direction; leaving the edge-site atom with only seven nearest neighbors (Fig. 5-2d).
The other two broken bonds are associated with atoms formerly in bulk sites, but now at
the corner of the step. These bonds are along [101] and [001] directions. The corner-site
atom is left with ten nearest neighbors (Fig. 5-2e).
The anisotropy contributions of each of the reduced symmetry sites (e.g. surface, and
step sites) can be determined in either of two ways. We can sum the energies of the bonds
present in the nearest-neighbor clusters, or alternatively, we can sum the energies of the
broken bonds and subtract this sum from the anisotropy of a bulk cluster. Both methods
lead to the same result for the magnetic anisotropy of the entire film. We use the latter.
The anisotropy energy density for the film is then given by
Efjilm = Ewk - 2 E.urfacC 2 (Etep-cdge + Etep-corncr) (55)
t td
where Ebk, Eourface, E.tep-cdge, and Etep-co,,ner are in units of energy/volume, energy/area,
energy/length, and energy/length, respectively. t and d are the film thickness and the ter-
race width, respectively. (See Appendix A for a derivation of Eq. 5.5) Eq. 5.5 indicates, as
expected, that as the film thickness increases, anisotropy effect from the surface and steps
will become less important. Similarly, in systems with wider terraces, step effects will not
be as significant.
Assumptions in the Model
To clearly judge where this pair-interaction model can reasonably predict magnetic an-
isotropy behavior, we point out the assumptions inherent to the model as presented here
and discuss how these assumptions affect our results regarding Co/Cu(lln). The model
assumes structurally perfect films: only sharp interfaces and straight steps are considered.
This assumption will cause predicted anisotropies to be too large if the surface steps are
thermally roughened. There will also be discrepancies if there is interdiffusion between the
film and substrate. In the Co/Cu vicinal to (001) system, below temperatures of 460 K
interdiffusion is insignificant [54]. However, thermal roughening of the steps does occur at
temperatures only slightly above room temperature [63]. Recently, significant changes in
the anisotropy as a function of temperature [71] in Co/Cu(l 1 17) have been attributed to
thermal roughening of the steps. Because such roughening is neglected, the results of the
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model are more appropriate for low-temperature anisotropies.
The model also assumes that the strain in the film can be described by Eq. 5.4. Any
surface relaxations strains, or thickness dependent strains are neglected. In thin transition-
metal films it is known that surface atoms, and step-edge atoms relax slightly in toward the
bulk of the film [34, 33]. This relaxation arises because atoms at a free surface have lost
nearest neighbors and experience a deficiency in electron density. The bulk atomic positions
do not necessarily minimize the free energy at the surface, resulting in expansion [34], or
more typically for transition metals, contraction of the first interplanar spacing [34, 79, 80].
Experimentally, the lattice strain due to mismatch is found to be homogeneous and constant
in Co/Cu(001) films 5 to 10 ML thick [56]; therefore, assuming an average strain given by
Eq. 5.4 is reasonable for the Co/Cu system.
As mentioned in Sec. 5.1, the model assumes only nearest-neighbor interactions. This
assumption was made because we have no way of separating nearest and next-nearest effects
in the definition of the magnetoelastic coupling coefficients, and thus in the N6el model's
interaction parameters. In fcc Co/Pd multilayers, results considering only nearest neighbors
agree well with first-principle calculations [18]. We therefore feel justified in making this
assumption for the Co/Cu(lln) films.
Two final considerations involve magnetic interactions between atoms. First, the model
only predicts what are basically magnetocrystalline and magnetoelastic energies; it does
not account for other magnetic energies such as isotropic exchange. The exchange force is
responsible for parallel alignment of neighboring spins in a ferromagnet. A strong surface
anisotropy will cause spins of surface atoms to orient in a given direction (the surface easy
axis), and through exchange forces these surface spins can pin, or influence the orientation
of spins well into the material if the bulk anisotropy is relatively weak. The distances over
which this pinning occurs is approximately the width of a domain wall, a few hundred
angstroms (A), if the surface and bulk anisotropies both favor M in the plane of the film,
as in fcc Co. If the surface favors out-of-plane magnetization, the pinning is important
over a much smaller thickness (30-40 A) [81]. The results of the model must be considered
in context with magnetic exchange between the bulk and surface atoms. Neglecting this
consideration may lead to an underestimation of the thicknesses for which surface effects
dominate the behavior of the film.
Secondly, applying the pair-interaction model to vicinal films using Eq. 5.5 assumes that
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the two interfaces of the vicinal film are magnetically identical, as mentioned in Appendix
A. By using Eq. 5.5, we neglect the fact that although the Co does not polarize the Cu
at the interface, the Cu may reduce the moment of the Co. If such a proximity effect
occurs, the interaction parameters L(ro) and (dL/dr)ro used for atoms at the film/substrate
interface must be modified. For systems such as Co/Pd [18], in which the film does polarize
substrate atoms, this magnetic interaction results in a film/substrate interface anisotropy
quite different from the vacuum/film interface anisotropy, and cannot be neglected. To
demonstrate the effect of this assumption, we will first treat an isolated Co(lln) film (Sec.
5.3), and then model a Co/Cu(lln) film by including the appropriate Co-Cu interaction
parameter for the film/substrate interface (Sec. 5.5).
Calculated Energies for Cubic Materials
We have used the N6el model to calculate the anisotropy energies Eklk and Eu,,face for
simple (i.e. primitive) (sc), body-centered (bcc), and face-centered (fcc) cubic structures
with low-index surfaces, as well as Eatep-edge, and Etep-corne for fcc(001) and bcc(001)
vicinal surfaces. In order to obtain these results, we incorporated the model described in
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 in a MathematicaTM program (see Appendix B) with which we can
calculate and plot E(6, b) for any cluster of atoms in the presence of any strain described
by Eq. 5.3. The expressions for anisotropy energies in (001), (110) and (111) systems are
given in Tables 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, respectively, using a biaxial strain (Eq. 5.4) with v=1/3.
Upon summation of the interaction energy over nearest neighbors, the angle 0t has been
written in terms of 0 and (Fig. 5-1). The surface and bulk anisotropy energies in the
tables correspond to those calculated by Victora and MacLaren [18] for the unstrained case
(eo=0) upon an appropriate rotation of the coordinate system. We present each energy in
a coordinate system in which z is along the surface normal, as described in the tables.
5.3 Anisotropy in fcc Co(lln)
This section illustrates the calculated results for the strained Noel anisotropy in a fcc
Co(lln) film strained by the 1.9% misfit between Co and Cu (Eqn. 5.4). For each type
of atomic site described in Section 5.2, we show the anisotropy energy surface, and a rep-
resentation of the cross-sections of this surface for the (001) and (1 1 13) planes. These
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(001) System Anisotropy Energy
(001) System = [100] y = [010], = [001]
Bulk, unstrained I Eutt.ind = EMC (erg/cm 3 )
Simple cubic (sc) -Q( ) (sin2 28 + sin2 24 sin4 )
Body-centered cubic (bcc) 4 (sin2 20 + sin 2 2sin 4 0)
Face-centered cubic (fcc) Q( ) (sin2 28 + sin 2 2b sin4 8)
Bulk, strained Estned = -2B leocos 20 (erg/cm 3 )
sc -2e., ro cos28
bcc -!eoL(ro) cos2 0
fcc -(6eoL(r) + edor) cos2 6
Surface | KE.,urfoc (er9g/cm3 )
sc(00-1) (e. 9ro + L(ro)) Cos2 9
bcc(001) - L(r,)eo cos2 0
fcc(001) (½L(ro) - 3eoL(ro)) cos2 6
Step ;Etcp (erg/cm 3 )
bcc(001) with steps I] [100]
Estep-ede 0
E._ep.cornr -'L(r,)eo Cos22 + (L(r) - -eL(r) + - ) incos sin
fcc(001) with steps fl [10]
Estpedge - (L(ro) + eO ro)cos2 e + (L(r,) + eo r) sin S cos 0 sin2 6
Estcp-orn_. ( L(r) - 3eoL(r)) cos2 9 + L(ro) cos0sin0(sino + cos )
Table 5.3: Bulk, (001) surface, and step anisotropy energies for cubic structures in the (001)
surface coordinate system: x=[100], y=[010], z=[001]. As in Appendix A, h and w are the
height of a monolayer and the distance between terrace atoms, respectively.
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Table 5.4: Bulk, (110) surface, and step anisotropy energies for cubic structures in the (110)
surface coordinate system: x=[1I0], y=[001], z=[110]. h is the height of a monolayer in cm.
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(110) System Anisotropy Energy
= [1t], yx  10o,  = [001], = 110]
._Bulk, strained _ EZ, d ,,, -(B 1 + B2 )e cos + (B 2 - Bi)e, cos2 sin2 8 (erg/cm 3 )
sc -(2L(r 0 ) + Lr0 )e0 cos2 o + (2L(ro) - r)eo COS2 4 sin2
bcc -(3 L(r) + dLr,)eo COs2 + (-8 L(ro) + 9 ro)eo cos2 4 sin2 
fcc -(5L(r,) + r.)e cos2 0 + (-L(t,) + 1-r,)eo coS2 , sin20
Surface I E rfc (er9/cm 3 )
sc(110) ( L(r) - eoOLr)) cos2 0 + (½L(ro) + eoL(r)) cos2 4)sin2G
bcc(10) ( L(r) - oeoL(r.) -eoro)cos2 - ( L(ro) + L() - 2sin2
fcc(1l0) (IL(rO) - e.L(r.) - e.tr.) cos2- (L(r) + e.L(r.) + -tr)cos2 sin28
.{ _c(o
(111) System Anisotropy Energy
x = [112], y = [i10], = [111]
i Bulk, strained | Eikd -2B 2eocos2 8 (erg/cm3 ) |
sc -4eL(r) cos2 0
bcc -16 (L(r) + dL r0 )e0 cos2
fcc -(4L(ro) + 2T ro)eo cos2 0
Surface 'Esur face (erg/cm 3 )
sc(lll) -2eL(r,) cos2 0
bcc(111) (½L(r,) - eoL(r,) - e dL r) cos2 9
fcc(lll) (]L(ro) - 2eoL(r) - 1edro) cos2 9
Table 5.5: Bulk, (111) surface, and step anisotropy energies for cubic structures in the (111)
surface coordinate system: x=[112], y=[l10], z=[111]. h is the height of a monolayer in cm.
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Figure 5-3: a) Anisotropy energy surface for a bulk site in a fcc Co(lln) film. b) In-plane
anisotropy for (001) and (1 1 13) planes through this energy surface. (001) anisotropy is
shown as a dotted line, (1 1 13) anisotropy as a solid line. The surface steps are along [110],
defined by = 3r/4, 7r/4.
cross-sections depict the in-plane anisotropy due to each particular site. Because of mag-
netostatic considerations in ultrathin vicinal films, M is expected to be in the (001) plane;
experimentally only in-plane magnetization has been observed in Co/Cu(lln) films. A mea-
sure of the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy, AE 11_l, is defined as the energy difference between
M parallel to the steps (4 = -ar/4) and M perpendicular to the steps (b = r/4). The
negative of the surface and step-site contributions to the anisotropy is displayed so that a
minimum in the site energy surfaces corresponds to a minimum for that site's contribution
to the total film anisotropy energy as described by Eq. 5.5. Note that only the dipole
effects are shown below, but the bulk quadrupole, or magnetocrystalline anisotropy effects
are included when considering the total anisotropy of the film.
The anisotropy contribution due to the strained bulk is shown in Fig. 5-3a, with the
anisotropy in (001) and (1 1 13) plane cross-sections of this surface in Fig. 5-3b. In the
(001) surface, as shown with the dotted lines, the energy is constant and there is no in-plane
anisotropy. Upon rotation into the (1 1 13) plane, the surface is no longer perpendicular to
a high symmetry axis of the energy surface. This reduction in symmetry results in uniaxial
in-plane anisotropy with the [110] direction parallel to the steps ( = 3r/4) being easier
than the step normal (AEi_,j_, lk=-7x10 4 erg/cm3 -5x10-7 eV/atom).
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Figure 5-4: a) Anisotropy energy surface for a surface site in a fcc Co(lln) film. b) In-plane
anisotropy for (001) and (1 1 13) planes through this energy surface. (001) anisotropy is
shown as a dotted line, (1 1 13) anisotropy as a solid line. The surface steps are along [110],
defined by = 3r/4, 7r/4.
The anisotropy energy corresponding to bonds broken to create the surface is shown in
Fig. 5-4. This contribution also favors M in the plane of the film, reinforcing the effects
of magnetostatic energy and the bulk anisotropy contribution in the strained film. The
(001) cross-section of this energy surface reveals that there is no (001) in-plane anisotropy
associated with surface sites. For M confined to the (1 1 13) plane, however, the surface
anisotropy contribution favors magnetization parallel to the steps (EIl±-l,urface= -0.013
erg/cm 2 ~-5xl10-6 eV/atom).
The contribution from the step-edge site is shown in Fig. 5-5. The anisotropy due to
this site favors M in the (110) plane, which is parallel to the steps. The reduced symmetry
at this site contributes a strong uniaxial in-plane anisotropy when M is confined in either
the (001) or (1 1 13) plane. This energy difference AEl-lj_,tep-edge in both of these planes
is quite large, approximately -2.9x10-8 erg/cm (-7x10- 5 eV/atom) favoring magnetization
parallel to the steps.
The step-corner site contributes the anisotropy energy illustrated in Fig. 5-6. The
(001) cross-section of this surface reveals that there is no in-plane magnetic anisotropy due
to this site. In the (1 1 13) plane, however, M perpendicular to the steps is favored by
,&EI ,step_-crncr = 0.47x10 - 8 erg/cm = 1x10-5 eV/atom. As seen by comparing Fig. 5-5
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Figure 5-5: a) Anisotropy energy surface for a step-edge site in a fcc Co(11n) film. b) In-
plane anisotropy for (001) and (1 1 13) planes through this energy surface. (001) anisotropy
is shown as a dotted line, (1 1 13) anisotropy as a solid line. The surface steps are along
[110], defined by 5 = 3r/4, 77r/4.
and Fig. 5-6, the two step-site contributions counteract one another in the (1 1 13) plane,
but the much stronger step-edge effect dominates giving a combined step effect which always
favors M parallel to the steps for Co(lln) with AE11_ ,tep = -2.4x10-8 erg/cm = -6x10-5
eV/atom.
The N6el anisotropy of the film is obtained by substituting the four contributions de-
scribed above into Eq. 5.5. In Co(l 1 13) films, the energy difference is given by
AEI-_Lfilm = - - 1 ) x105 erg/cm 3 (5.6)
tML
where tML is the thickness of the film in monolayers. Magnetization parallel to the steps is
always favored (Ell_1l,ilm < 0), but the magnitude of Ell_1 ,film decreases with increasing
film thickness, as shown in Fig. 5-7. Even for tML --+ oo there is a weak uniaxial anisotropy
parallel to the steps in an fcc film on a (11n) vicinal surface if M lies in the (11n) plane.
Our model predicts that while very thin films should show strong uniaxial anisotropy, the
a;nisotropy of thicker Co/Cu(lln) films will approach the biaxial in-plane anisotropy found
in Co/Cu(001). This transition from uniaxial to biaxial behavior occurs because the effects
of the steps weaken as film thickness increases, as described in Eq. 5.5. We use d 2 E/ld 2 ,
the curvature of the in-plane anisotropy energy, evaluated at 7 = r/4 (perpendicular to the
steps), to characterize this transition. As shown in Fig. 5-8, for Co/Cu(l 1 13) films thinner
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Figure 5-6: a) Anisotropy energy surface for a step-corner site in a fcc Co(lln) film. b) In-
plane anisotropy for (001) and (1 1 13) planes through this energy surface. (001) anisotropy
is shown as a dotted line, (1 1 13) anisotropy as a solid line. The surface steps are along
1110], defined by b = 37r/4, 77r/4.
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Figure 5-7: Calculated strength of the uniaxial anisotropy in Co(l 1 13) films as a function
of film thickness. The straight line is the anisotropy energy times the film thickness (left
scale), while the curve is the anisotropy energy (right scale).
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Figure 5-8: The calculated transition from uniaxial to biaxial anisotropy with increasing
film thickness in Co/Cu(l 1 13) films. A E" is d2E/dqf2 and has been evaluated at = r/4,
the direction perpendicular to the steps.
than 17 monolayers, this curvature is negative indicating that the direction perpendicular
to the steps is a hard axis. For thicknesses greater than 17 ML, the curvature is positive,
and the direction perpendicular to the steps is a local minimum for the in-plane anisotropy
energy. We note, however, that for M in the (1 1 13) plane, parallel to the steps remains
the global minimum, as previously indicated in Fig. 5-7.
5.4 Anisotropy in bcc Fe(Oln)
We have also applied our model to bcc Fe/W vicinal to (001) which was studied experi-
mentally by Chen and Erskine [4]. The normal to their vicinal surface is 40 from the [001]
direction toward [010] making the Miller indices of the surface (Oln) where n is 1/tan(40),
or approximately (0 1 14). This vicinal W surface is characterized by 2.5 nm wide (001)
terraces separated by atomic steps parallel to [100], and the lattice mismatch between bcc
Fe (aFe = 0.2866 nm) and W (aw = 0.3165 nm) is 9.4%. Fe films grown on such a surface
are magnetized in-plane with an easy axis perpendicular to the steps for thicknesses between
1 and 2.5 ML [4].
As in Co(lln) films, the Fe vicinal to (001) films contain four types of atomic sites: bulk,
surface, step-edge, and step-corner. In this system, however, if only nearest neighbors are
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Figure 5-9: Calculated strength of the uniaxial anisotropy in Fe(O 1 14) films as a function
of film thickness. The straight line is the anisotropy energy times the film thickness (left
scale), while the curve is the anisotropy energy (right scale). At 3.5 ML of Fe, the easy axis
changes from perpendicular to the steps to parallel to the steps.
considered, the surface and step-edge atoms have the same nearest-neighbor coordination,
the number of bonds in these two sites is the same. Therefore, the step-edge atoms do not
contribute to the anisotropy, as indicated in Table 5.3. A thorough examination of each
site's contribution to the anisotropy can be found in Ref. [82].
The in-plane uniaxial anisotropy predicted by the Niel model for Fe(O 1 14) is
AEil_,film = -0.3 + t ) x105 erg/cm3 . (5.7)
The bulk contribution to this anisotropy is negative, as indicated in the first term of equation
5.7, while the surface and step contributions are positive. Because these contributions are
of opposite sign, there is a thickness at which the easy axis is predicted to switch from
perpendicular to the steps, to parallel to the steps. This thickness, as can be seen from the
plot of Eq. 5.7 in Fig. 5-9, is approximately 3.5 monolayers of Fe. As mentioned above,
experimentally the anisotropy is observed to be positive below a thickness of 2.5 ML. The
Niel model is successful in predicting the observed easy axis in this thickness range. No
'experimental results are available for thicker epitaxial films of Fe/W(Oln).
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Comparison of fcc Co(lln) and bcc Fe(Oln)
By comparing the results for Co(lln) and Fe(Oln) vicinal systems, we can investigate what
differences between the systems give rise to an easy axis parallel to the steps in the former
case, and an easy axis perpendicular to the steps in the latter. The features that might give
rise to such a difference include crystal structure, magnitude and sign of the misfit strain,
aind magnitudes and signs of the Neel model coefficients. We considered both materials to
have positive misfit strains, putting them in biaxial tension in the plane. The misfit in the
Fe was larger than that in the Co (9.4% vs 1.9%), but this difference does not significantly
affect the in-plane anisotropy. The Neel coefficients in fcc Co and bcc Fe have the same
signs: L(ro) is negative, and (dL/dr)ro is positive. The reason for the different easy axes is
not to be found in these materials parameters. The most significant difference between the
two films is merely the crystal structure. The Co is fcc, while the Fe is bcc. The different
symmetry around the surface and step sites in fcc Co(11n) and bcc Fe(Oln) is the reason
that in the Fe the easy axis is perpendicular to the steps and in Co it is parallel.
A further difference between Co(lln) and Fe(Oln) films indicated from the results of the
model is the plane in which the magnetization must lie in order to produce the observed
uniaxial anisotropies. As seen in Sec. 5.3, uniaxial anisotropy is predicted for Co(lln)
regardless of whether the magnetization is confined to the (001) terrace plane, or the (11n)
film plane. The step-edge anisotropy is equally strong in either case (Fig. 5-5). In the
Fe/W(Oln) films, however, the magnetization must lie in the (01n) plane for there to be
any uniaxial anisotropy in the films, according to the model [82]. If M is in the (001) plane
in Fe/W(Oln) vicinal films, the anisotropy remains four-fold, as observed in fiat Fe/W(001)
films.
5.5 Anisotropy in fcc Co/Cu(lln)
13y referring to work in the literature regarding Cu/Co/Cu(l 1 13) films [70], and the strain
in Co/Cu(001) films [56], we are able to more appropriately model the anisotropy in our
Co/Cu(lln) films than we did in Sec. 5.3. These results allow us to separate the effects of a
Co/vacuum interface from those of a Co/Cu interface. Krams et al. have determined the in-
plane and out-of-plane anisotropies for Cu/Co/Cu(l 1 13) films [70]. The overall anisotropy
of the films studied (4-14 ML thick) is uniaxial in-plane, with an easy axis parallel to the
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steps. However, the uniaxial anisotropy weakens as the film thickness decreases indicating
that the interface anisotropy favors magnetization perpendicular to the steps. Their Co films
have two identical interfaces, and their thickness-dependent, interface anisotropy is clearly
representative of the Co-Cu interaction. We compare our modified pair-interaction model
calculation with their data in order to deduce L(ro) and (dL/dr)ro for Co-Cu interactions.
In order to include interfacial anisotropies in the model, and thus be able to treat
Cu/Co/Cu films, we must use Eq. 5.8 instead of Eq. 5.5, which was appropriate for
isolated films (i.e. vacuum/Co/vacuum).
Esur/ace - Einterf ace
Efilm = Ebulk - 2 urfacet
interface ace(Estep-cdge - E-intercfac + (Estcp-crncr- Etep-crner) "
-2 step-edge t (5.8)td
Eulk, Esurface, Estcp-edge, and Estep-corncr are, as before, the expressions in Table 5.3 with
the L(r,) and (dL/dr)ro values for Co-Co interactions (Table 5.2). Eintef ac Einterf ace and
surface ' step-edge 
Etep-cornr, are the expressions in Table 5.3 using L(ro) and (dL/dr)ro for Co-Cu interactions
at an interface. Comparing the in-plane and out-of-plane anisotropies predicted by Eq. 5.8
with the anisotropies measured in Cu/Co/Cu(l 1 13) by Krams et al., we obtain L(r) and
(dL/dr)ro values for Co-Cu of -1.5x10 8 erg/cm 3 and 2.3x108 erg/cm 3 , respectively.
Using the Co-Cu interaction parameters obtained from the results of Krams et al., we can
now treat our Co/Cu(lln) films as having one Co/vacuum interface (or surface) in which
we assume L(ro) is zero between an Co atom and a vacant site, and a Co/Cu interface
characterized by the appropriate Co-Cu interaction parameters. For the Co-Co interactions
in the film, we continue to assume the interaction parameters derived from bulk properties
listed in Table 5.2. In addition to improving our model of the anisotropy by treating the
interfaces individually, we also now use the experimentally determined average strain tensor
for Co/Cu(001) films thicker than 5 ML [56]. This strain tensor is Eq. 5.4 with a value
of v = 0.37. Including the Co/Cu interface anisotropy, the appropriate strain tensor, and
the magnetostatic anisotropy for a vicinal Co film, the uniaxial anisotropy calculated for
Co/Cu(1 13) films for M in the (001) plane is
E 11 ,jilm = -0.4 - 10) x 105 erg/cm3. (5.9)
tML
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The effect of the Co/Cu interface is to reduce the size of the thickness dependent anisotropy
by about 45%, as seen by comparing the second terms in Eq. 5.6 and Eq. 5.9. The change
in the first term, the bulk anisotropy, is due to the fact that here we are considering a
slightly different strain tensor and have included the magnetostatic energy, as mentioned
above.
In chapter 4, we showed how an equation of the form AE 11_l = A + B/t fit the exper-
imental data for Co/Cu(1 1 13) films (Eq. 4.1). The fit gave A = -0.9xlO 5 erg/cm 3 and
B = -24xl0 5 erg/cm 3 ML. We can now compare our model to this fit. The model gives
the same sign for both the bulk and thickness dependent anisotropies, predicting an easy
axis parallel to the steps, as observed experimentally in Co/Cu(lln). It predicts that the
uniaxial anisotropy strengthens as the thickness decreases and/or as the terraces widen. We
showed in chapter 4 that this behavior is observed experimentally. It is important to note
that the strengthening of the uniaxial anisotropy in our uncapped vacuum/Co/Cu(l 1 13)
films is consistent with the weakening of the uniaxial anisotropy with decreasing thickness
in capped Cu/Co/Cu(l 1 13) films [70]. The Co/Cu interface anisotropy favors M perpen-
dicular to the steps, but in uncapped films the Co/vacuum surface anisotropy dominates,
giving an easy axis parallel to the steps in vacuum/Co/Cu(l 1 13) films.
While the Neel model clearly predicts the correct orientation of the easy axis, parallel to
the steps, the measured strength of the in-plane anisotropy is smaller than that predicted.
For example, in the 14 ML film, the measured value AEeix-imentl =-3x10 5 erg/cm 3 , is
approximately one third the anisotropy calculated using the model, AE1 _l,uiljm=-8x105
erg/cm3 . The steps definitely contribute to the uniaxial anisotropy, but their effect is not
as strong as it would be for perfectly aligned steps. In order to determine the reason for the
discrepancy between modeled and measured anisotropies, we can examine the assumptions
that went into the model, as discussed in Sec. 5.2. The most relevant is the assumption
that the steps are prefectly ordered and straight. Figure 2-7 clearly shows that the steps
are not ideal; the terraces are not of uniform width, and the step-edges are not straight.
Thermal disordering of the steps weakens the step-induced anisotropy, causing the observed
uniaxial anisotropies to be smaller than predicted. We have also not taken into account
the surface relaxation, discussed on in Sec. 5.2 on page 73, which most likely occurs at the
step-edges. This relaxation of atoms at step-edges will also lessen the step-edge anisotropy.
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5.6 Implications of the Model
The pair-interaction model, modified to include effects of strain in a film, is not only useful
in analyzing the anisotropy in vicinal films, but it also reveals important trends in thin film
magnetism in general.
Relative Importance of Broken Symmetry and Strain
The results from our modified Noel anisotropy model, as listed in Tables 5.3, 5.4, and
5.5 demonstrate that the anisotropy effects due to broken symmetry at surfaces or steps
(surface and step-edge magnetocrystalline anisotropies) are always much stronger than
anisotropy effects due to typical biaxial misfit strains, as considered here. This is true
even for Ni and permalloy, Ni8lFe19 which are both of relatively weak anisotropy and no-
toriously strong strain sensitivity. The strengths of the magnetocrystalline anisotropies are
proportional to the interaction parameter L(ro), while strain effects are proportional to
eL(r) or e(dL/dr)ro. For typical values of the misfit strain e,, broken symmetry effects
-are at least one order of magnitude stronger than strain induced anisotropies. Strain effects
become important in determining anisotropies only when the symmetry breaking effects
balance each other, leaving only strain dependent terms in the anisotropy energies.
Thickness Dependent Magnetoelasticity
The Nel model also indicates that the bulk and surface of a material do not necessarily
respond to strain in the same way. For example, in fcc(001) films strained biaxially in
the plane of the film, the strain dependent bulk anisotropy is -(6eL(ro) + e(dL/dr)r)
while the strain dependent surface anisotropy is 6eL(r)/t. For very thin films, the first
term in the bulk anisotropy is partially balanced by the surface anisotropy. The mag-
netic response of the film to strain will then be dominated by the e(dL/dr)ro term in the
bulk anisotropy. In thicker films, the surface effects become less important and the full
bulk response, proportional to -(6eoL(r) + e,(dL/dr)r,) will govern the behavior of the
film. Such thickness dependent magnetoelastic behavior can be represented by writing the
magnetoelastic coupling coefficients for a film as
Bfilj = Bbulk + B$utace (5.10)
tML
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In thick films, the magnetoelastic behavior is dominated by the bulk term; in thin films, it
is governed by the surface term. The film thickness range for which the surface response
dominates the behavior may be different than that predicted by our model due to exchange
coupling of the surface and bulk atoms, as mentioned in Sec. 5.2. Experimental evidence
for such thickness dependent magnetoelastic behavior has been found in Ni/Ag, NiFe/Ag,
and Cu/Ni/Cu [40].
In certain cases, the strain dependent coefficient in the anisotropy energy, or the ef-
fective coupling coefficient for the film Bfil,, may even change sign as the film thickness
is increased. For example, in Co/Cu(001) films the values of L(r,) and (dL/dr)r, are of
opposite sign, with the magnitude of (dL/dr)ro being larger by a factor of nearly four (See
Table 5.2). While the surface effects are significant, and balancing the first term of the
bulk anisotropy (-6eoL(r)), the overall strain dependent anisotropy will have a negative
coefficient (i.e. Burace < 0). However, as the thickness increases, the sign of the strain
dependent anisotropy becomes positive (i.e. Bk > 0). The film's magnetic response to
strain can change character with film thickness.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
This thesis developed from the observation that well-ordered atomic steps in the surface
of an ultrathin film induce uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in the film. We hypothesized
that this anisotropy arose because of one or more of the following: 1) step-edge anisotropy
of a magnetocrystalline nature, 2) magnetoelastic anisotropy due to anisotropic strain in
the film, and 3) magnetostatic (shape) anisotropy of the vicinal film. To determine the
importance of these factors we investigated the anisotropy in vicinal films as a function of
film thickness, step-density, temperature, and magnetoelastic coupling coefficient. In the
previous two chapters we have presented experimental and theoretical evidence indicating
that the major source of anisotropy in ultrathin vicinal films is broken symmetry around
the step-edges. Here we discuss our results and their significance relative to other work in
the area of thin-film magnetism.
6.1 Magnetic Anisotropies
There are several sources of magnetic anisotropy to be considered in vicinal films. To
aid in our discussion of these, in Fig. 6-1 we summarize the anisotropy densities found
in Co/Cu(lln). A positive anisotropy contribution favors M perpendicular to the steps;
a negative contribution favors M parallel to the steps. Note that the vertical scale is
logarithmic, and the surface anisotropy densities are given as AEiutfC/t so that they
can be compared to bulk anisotropy densities. Magnitudes of the surface anisotropies for
thicknesses t = 3, 14, and 20 ML are indicated. In thicker films, the surface contributions
will of course be weaker since they are divided by the film thickness. The possible sources
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Figure 6-1: Summary of anisotropy contributions in Co/Cu(lln) films. The surface contri-
butions are given as AEIl=AE'.lt'fC'/t so that they can be compared to bulk anisotropy
densities (AEII_l=AElI_k ). The strength of the surface anisotropy is indicated for film
thicknesses t = 3, 14, and 20 ML. In thicker films, the surface contribution will be less
significant to the overall anisotropy. Positive anisotropies favor M perpendicular to the
steps; negative anisotropies favor M parallel to the steps.
of positive anisotropy in vicinal Co fims are anisotropic strain (Eq. 4.16), and the Co/Cu
interface anisotropy (Sec. 5.5). The sources of negative uniaxial anisotropy are the shape
of the film (Eq. 4.12) which we have separated into the bulk and surface contributions,
the bulk anisotropy present when M is in the (11n) plane (Fig. 5-3), and the Co/vacuum
surface anisotropy (Sec. 5.3, Eq. 5.6). The total anisotropy of the film is the net of these
coexisting contributions.
Step-Edge Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy
The anisotropy due to reduced coordination symmetry around atoms at the step-edges, a
magnetocrystalline anisotropy, appears to be the most important factor in determining the
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in-plane anisotropy in vicinal films. The dependence of the anisotropy in Co/Cu(lln) on
film thickness (t) and terrace width (d) is consistent with that of a step-edge effect. Such
an anisotropy should vary as l/t and l/d. We were able to fit the thickness-dependent
anisotropy data of the Co/Cu(1 1 13) film quite well with an equation of the form A + B/t.
We were not able to fit the terrace-width dependent anisotropy in a similar fashion with
an equation of the form A + B/d because the anisotropy in the Co/Cu(117) film was too
strong. With the magnetic fields available in situ we could not bring the (117) films close
,enough to saturation to reasonably estimate the anisotropy in Co/Cu(117) films up to 14
ML thick. However, the experimental data clearly show that as the terrace width decreases,
the strength of the uniaxial anisotropy increases in Co/Cu(lln) films.
We have considered those factors besides the step-edges that will yield a l/t dependence
in the anisotropy. One such factor may be a thickness-dependent strain in the Co/Cu(lln)
films, although for Co/Cu(001) films of the thicknesses we consider here, the strain is found
to be quite constant with thickness [56]. The surface anisotropy model presented in chapter
5 indicates that in-plane anisotropy due to reduced symmetry is much stronger than strain-
induced anisotropy. Therefore, even if the strain is thickness dependent in the vicinal film,
its anisotropy effects should be relatively insignificant.
Applying the pair-interaction model applied to vicinal films, we were able to model the
thickness and terrace-width dependence of the anisotropy. Our model was successful in
reproducing the observed easy axis parallel to the steps in Co/Cu(lln) films, as well as the
easy axis perpendicular to the steps in Fe/W(Oln). The size of the anisotropy predicted
by the model is approximately three times larger than that observed in Co/Cu(lln). As
discussed in chapter 5, this discrepancy is most likely due to surface relaxation and thermal
roughening of the steps. Atoms at the surface of a metal generally relax inward toward the
bulk in an attempt to restore the electron density deficit that is associated with a surface
[34]; there will be a similar relaxation of atoms at step-edges [33]. The anisotropies induced
by surfaces and step-edges will not be as severe as those we predict without considerations
of surface relaxation. Thermal roughening will cause kinks or jogs in the step-edges. Local
anisotropy effects of atoms at the kinks will balance the effects due to step-edge atoms,
washing out the step-induced uniaxial anisotropy. Because our pair-interaction model of
vicinal films accounts for neither surface relaxation nor thermal roughening, it is reasonable
that our predicted anisotropies are larger than those we observe experimentally.
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A significant result of our investigation of anisotropy in vicinal films using the pair-
interaction model is that in Co/Cu(lln) films, the surface (Co/vacuum) anisotropy and the
interface (Co/Cu) anisotropy are of opposite sign, as indicated in Fig. 6-1. The former
favors M parallel to the steps, the latter favors M perpendicular to the steps. Because the
magnitude of the Co/vacuum anisotropy is larger than that of the Co/Cu anisotropy, in
Co/Cu(lln) films the combined effect of the surface and interface is to favor M parallel to
the steps: the thickness dependent term in Eq. 4.1 is negative.
This result is shown graphically in Fig. 6-2. The fit to our Co/Cu(1 1 13) in-plane
anisotropy data (Fig. 4-3, pg. 46) is plotted as the anisotropy multiplied by the film thickness
((AElI)t) in a solid line.
(A EI_ .. )t = (AE '_k )t + ^AEUrface (6.1)
As indicated in the figure, the slope of the line is the bulk contribution to the anisotropy,
and the intercept when the line is extrapolated to zero thickness indicates the thickness-
dependent contribution to the anisotropy. This thickness-dependent contribution, although
labeled only surface in the figure, is a combination of the stepped surface and interface
effects. From Fig. 6-2, it is clear that both the bulk and combined surface/interface
anisotropies are negative in Co/Cu(1 1 13) films, favoring M parallel to the steps.
The significance of the Co/Cu interface anisotropy is revealed when we compare our
Co/Cu(1 1 13) anisotropy data to the anisotropy data taken by Krams et al. [70] from
Cu/Co/Cu(l 1 13) films. The difference between these two types of films being that the
latter are capped with a 20 ML layer of Cu. A fit to their data, taken from Fig. 3 of Ref.
[70] is shown in Fig. 6-2 as the dashed line. There are two primary differences between the
anisotropy we measure from Co/Cu(1 1 13) films and the anisotropy of Cu/Co/Cu(l 1 13):
1) the intercept of (AEIll)t, representing the surface/interface anisotropy, is positive for
the capped films, but negative for our uncapped films, and 2) the slope of (AEIll)t is more
negative for the capped films, meaning the vicinal films' bulk contribution to the anisotropy
is more negative.
The change in sign of the intercept is expected given our knowledge of Co/vacuum
and Co/Cu anisotropies. In Cu/Co/Cu(l 1 13) films, there are only Co/Cu interfaces,
both contributing interface anisotropies favoring M perpendicular to the steps (Fig. 6-1).
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Figure 6-2: Linear fits to uniaxial in-plane anisotropy vs. thickness data from Co/Cu(1 1 13)
in the solid line, and Cu/Co/Cu(l 1 13) in the dashed line. The slope of a line represents
the bulk anisotropy, the intercept represents the combined surface and interface anisotropy.
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There is no Co/vacuum anisotropy present in these films. Thus, we expect the intercept of
(AEi 1_lI)t to be positive. It may be somewhat surprising that just capping a magnetic film
with copper creates such a change in the magnetic anisotropy of the film. Our analysis of
anisotropy in Co vicinal films using the pair-interaction model has demonstrated that this
is in fact the case: the anisotropy results from the capped and uncapped films are consistent
with one another.
The change in slope of (AE 11_l)t vs t indicates that covering the cobalt vicinal films
with Cu somehow adds (or removes) a bulk contribution to the anisotropy. We suggest
that upon capping the film, the positive magnetoelastic anisotropy caused by anisotropic
strain (Fig. 6-1) in the vicinal cobalt film is removed, making the total bulk anisotropy
more negative relative to that in uncapped Co/Cu(1 1 13). In our discussion of the mag-
netoelastic anisotropy in Sec. 4.1.6 on page 63, we suggested that because of the presence
of surface steps, the biaxial in-plane misfit strain observed in Co/Cu(001) films may relax
perpendicular to the steps in Co/Cu(lln) films. Surface relaxation at the step-edges would
also reduce the misfit strain perpendicular to the steps. These two effects would produce an
anisotropic strain in vicinal Co films, and thus create a magnetoelastic anisotropy. If the ul-
trathin Co film is capped with copper, surface relaxation will not be present to such a large
degree in the cobalt. The cobalt atoms will no longer experience the large electron density
deficit that they do at a Co/vacuum interface. Also, the capping layer will presumably
further constrain the Co film to the lattice constant of copper, preventing much relaxation
of the misfit strain. We would then expect that if anisotropic strain contributes a positive
bulk anisotropy in uncapped Co/Cu(lln) films (Fig. 6-1), this magnetoelastic anisotropy
would not be present in capped Cu/Co/Cu(l 1 13) films resulting in a change in slope of
i(AE11_±)t vs t. A strain relief of 6 ~ 9% (Eq. 4.16) in Co/Cu(1 1 13) would produce the
observed discrepancy in the bulk anisotropy of capped and uncapped Co/Cu(1 1 13) films.
The realization that the Co/vacuum surface and the Co/Cu interface anisotropies are of
opposite sign also sheds light on some of the observed temperature effects in Co/Cu(l 1 17)
films [71] described in the literature review in chapter 2. In a 2.4 ML film of Co/Cu(1 1 17),
Oepen and co-workers observed the hysteresis loops shown in Fig. 6-3. At temperatures
between 25°C and 1000 C, the in-plane anisotropy is uniaxial, favoring M parallel to the
steps (Fig. 6-3a,b), as expected for a Co/Cu(lln) film dominated by the Co/vacuum
anisotropy. At 100°C, the anisotropy changes to weakly favor M perpendicular to the steps
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(Fig. 6-3c,d). At 115°C, the film again shows uniaxial anisotropy favoring M parallel to
the steps (Fig. 6-3e,f); however, the magnitude of the anisotropy is smaller than it was
at temperatures below 100°C. Oepen and co-workers' qualitative explanation for these
transitions is that perhaps at 1000C thermal roughening of the Co/vacuum surface steps
occurs and changes the anisotropy, and then at 1150C the Co/Cu interface steps roughen,
changing the anisotropy yet again.
Our understanding of the anisotropy contributions in Co/Cu(lln) films (Fig. 6-1)
lends further evidence that their explanation is correct. Figure 6-4 indicates that there
are three types of magnetic anisotropy present in Co/Cu(lln) films: 1) Co/vacuum surface
anisotropy, 2) Co/Cu interface anisotropy, and 3) bulk anisotropy. These are represented
by a shaded arrow, a white arrow, and a black arrow, respectively, on the schematic vicinal
surface in Fig. 6-4a. The size and direction of the arrows represents the magnitude and sign
of the anisotropy contributions in a 3 ML film. At low temperature, when surface and in-
terface steps are still reasonably straight, all three anisotropy contributions will be present.
The combination of these effects, indicated in Fig. 6-4b, will result in a net anisotropy which
gives a magnetic easy axis parallel to the steps. If the surface steps roughen at = 100°C
washing out the Co/vacuum surface anisotropy, the remaining interface and bulk contribu-
tions result in a weak anisotropy favoring M perpendicular to the steps (Fig. 6-4c). This
corresponds reasonably well with the observation of Oepen and co-workers for tempera-
tures between = 100°C and 115°C. If at 1150C the interface steps roughen washing out the
Co/Cu interface anisotropy, the film is left with only the bulk contribution to the in-plane
uaniaxial anisotropy (Fig. 6-4d). The bulk anisotropy again yields an easy axis parallel
to the steps, but the anisotropy is much weaker than the Co/vacuum surface anisotropy
present at lower temperatures. Again, this behavior is consistent with the experimental
results shown in Fig. 6-3.
Shape Anisotropy of Vicinal Films
Our own temperature-dependent study of the anisotropy in Co/Cu(lln) was intended to
reveal the importance of magnetostatic or shape anisotropy in vicinal films. While it was
unsuccessful in this area because of thermal roughening of the steps, it did reveal interesting
results as discussed in chapter 4. We showed that the anisotropy in fcc vicinal films is a
combination of cubic and uniaxial anisotropies. The cubic anisotropy is present because
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Figure 6-3: Hysteresis loops, from top to bottom, taken at temperatures (a,b) T < 1000C,(c,d) 100°C < T < 115°C, and (e,f) T > 1150C for a 2.4 ML Co/Cu(l 1 17) film with the
applied field (a,c,e) parallel to the steps, and (b,d,f) perpendicular to the steps.
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Figure 6-4: a) Schematic of a Co/Cu(l 1 17) film, and anisotropy contributions present at
b) T < 100°C, c) 100°C < T < 115°C, and d) T > 115°C.
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the cobalt's bulk fcc crystal structure produces a cubic magnetocyrstalline anisotropy. The
uniaxial anisotropy is a combination of the step-induced anisotropies summarized in Fig.
6-1. We observed that the strength of the uniaxial anisotropy decreases as temperature in-
creases, going to zero at approximately 1300C, well below the Curie temperature of the film.
This thermal effect further supports the conclusion that the dominant uniaxial anisotropy is
a step-edge effect and washes out at higher temperatures due to disordering, or roughening,
of the steps.
In an alternate approach to investigating the importance of shape anisotropy in a vicinal
film, we calculated its magnetostatic energy by treating the film as a collection of discrete
magnetic dipoles (Sec. 4.1.5). This calculation reveals that indeed there is a uniaxial in-
plane shape anisotropy in vicinal films which favors M parallel to the steps. However, this
anisotropy is relatively small, as indicated in Fig. 6-1.
Magnetoelastic Anisotropy
In order to determine the importance of magnetoelastic effects in vicinal films, we investi-
gated the in-plane anisotropy in Ni79Fe21/Cu(117). The magnetoelastic effects modeled in
chapter 4 (Eqn. 4.16) are insignificant in Ni79Fe21 relative to Co because the magnetoe-
lastic coupling coefficient B2 is two orders of magnitude smaller in Ni79Fe21. We expected
that we would therefore be able to clearly see any other type of anisotropy. However, the
step-edge anisotropy modeled in chapter 5, is also small in Ni79Fe21 relative to Co because
the strength of this anisotropy also depends on the magnetoelastic coupling coefficients; the
magnetoelastic coupling coefficients determine the values of the interaction coefficients (e.g.
L(ro)) in the pair-interaction model.
We have applied the pair model of step anisotropy to Ni79Fe21 in order to estimate the
size of the uniaxial anisotropy in Ni79Fe21/Cu(117). Note that the pair model presented
in chapter 5 considers only elemental materials. It is not strictly applicable to alloys in
which some of the nearest neighbors of an atom will be the same element, and others will
not. In Ni79Fe21, the Nel interaction parameters L(ro) and (dL/dr)ro would be different
for Ni-Ni, Fe-Fe, and Ni-Fe interactions. By applying the model here to Ni79Fe21 we are
actually determining the expected anisotropy for an elemental material with the same ma-
terials parameters as Ni79Fe21 and are thus using an average L(ro) and (dL/dr)ro which will
represent the alloy.
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The model again predicts a reasonable in-plane anisotropy: AE 11i_ = -1.3x10 5 erg/cm 3
for a 14 ML Ni79Fe21 /Cu(117) film. Comparing the calculated Ni-Fe anisotropy to the
experimentally measured AEIZP = -1.5x10 4 erg/cm 3, presented at the end of chapter 4,
we see that the sign is correct; the easy axis is parallel to the steps. The predicted size of
the anisotropy is again larger than that observed. As discussed regarding Co/Cu(lln), this
discrepancy is most likely due to surface relaxation and roughening of the steps. However,
we are also not able to account fo the Ni-Fe/Cu interface anisotropy (as opposed to the
Ni-Fe/vacuum surface anisotropy).
It is possible that anisotropic strain in the film is partially responsible for the uniaxial
anisotropy in Ni79Fe2l. Using the B2 value for Ni79Fe21 of-1.8xl0 6 erg/cm 3 [58] and e,= 0.03
[59], the magnetoelastic anisotropy predicted by Eq. 4.16 is AEl_l=-5.4x10 4 6 erg/cm 3 .
If 30% of the misfit strain were relieved perpendicular to the steps, this would give rise to
the measured uniaxial anisotropy in the 14 ML film. Because the value of B2 is negative
for the Ni-Fe film, this magnetoelastic anisotropy does give the observed easy axis, parallel
to the steps. In the Co films, the magnetoelastic anisotropy predicted an easy axis in the
direction perpendicular to the steps, contrary to what was experimentally observed. It is
possible that a small amount of this magnetoelastic anisotropy is present in the Co films,
but that the anisotropy caused by broken symmetry at the step-edges is so strong that
the magnetoelastic anisotropy is insignificant. In the Ni-Fe films, where the anisotropy due
to broken symmetry at the step-edges is at least two orders of magnitude weaker than in
cobalt, the magnetoelastic anisotropy is more significant.
Magnetoelastic Coupling in Thin Films
Our goal in this study of magnetic anisotropy in vicinal films was not to just learn about the
specific vicinal films, but to also gain insight into magnetic behavior of thin films in general.
We have realized this goal through the development and application of the pair-interaction
model in chapter 5. This type of model was previously used by others including Neel [1],
Gradmann [83], and Victora and MacLaren [18] to examine anisotropy in thin films. Our
contribution has been not only to apply the model to vicinal films, but also to include
strain effects in the model and examine the common cubic, low-index film orientations.
Some of the broader implications of this modified pair-interaction model have already been
discussed in Sec. 5.6, but one of the implications, surface magnetoelasticity, deserves further
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discussion.
From the pair-interaction model's results, we know that the magnetic energy of a film
has the form:
Efilm = Ebulk + u ae/interfiace (6.2)
t
'where Eaurface/inter face is due to surface effects, interface effects, or a combination of the two,
as we have discussed previously. We have left out the step-edge term for now, considering
only flat films (e.g. Co/Cu(001)). N6el showed that this thickness dependence of the energy
is reflected in a thickness dependence of the anisotropy constants Ki [1], typically written
as
Keff = K + Kurfac (6.3)
t
Thickness dependent magnetic anisotropies are well accepted and experimentalists always
consider them in analysis of thin-film results. From the results of the pair-interaction model
modified to include strain, we can also conclude that the magnetoelastic coupling coefficients
depend on thickness:
Beff = Bi + BurfaceC (6.4)
t
This result indicates that just as bulk anisotropy constants of a material do not apply for
that material in thin-film form, bulk magnetoelastic coupling coefficients are not necessarily
valid in thin films either. More effort should be made to properly characterize surface mag-
netoelastic coupling coefficients, and to consider this thickness dependence in Bff when
analyzing the magnetic behavior of films. Bochi, Song, and O'Handley have recently demon-
strated the types of errors possible in the determination of anisotropy constants if surface
magnetoelastic coupling coefficients are neglected [84]. Experimental observation of sur-
face magnetoelastic coupling coefficients has been reported in polycrystalline NiFe/Ag/Si,
NiFe/Cu/Si, and Ni/SiO 2 [40], in amorphous CoCrB [38] and in polycrystalline Ni/Ag
multilayers [39].
B,,rface can be derived, using the pair-interaction model, from the strain-dependent
terms in the surface energy, E,,fuace (Tables 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5). The forms of E,,urace for a
given crystal structure are clearly different for differently oriented films (e.g. (001), (110), or
(111)). Therefore, the value of Bu,.-face will depend on the orientation of the film. Brface
is also sensitive to first order to the symmetry of the strain in the film. Recall that the
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energy expressions given in Tables 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 are based on the assumption that the
film is biaxially strained in the plane of the film. If we consider instead a uniaxial strain in
the film plane, the strain-dependent terms in the magnetic energies will be different. This
reflects the fact that the coordination symmetry is different around surface atoms in these
two cases. For proper calculation of Bourface, knowledge of the film's orientation and state
of strain is necessary.
6.2 Summary
In summary, the purpose of this thesis was to improve the level of understanding of magnetic
anisotropy in thin films by focusing on how the presence of surface steps induces uniaxial
anisotropy in vicinal films. We have attempted to consider all probable sources of the uni-
axial anisotropy and investigate them both experimentally and through theoretical models.
The small amount of previous work on vicinal films has focussed primarily on experimental
observation of the step-induced anisotropy and has lacked in explanations as to why the
anisotropy is present. The explanations that have been given have considered only the bulk
anisotropy contribution in vicinal films. Our investigation has demonstrated that the most
important source of the step-induced anisotropy is reduced coordination symmetry around
atoms at the step-edge. The sign, size, and dependence on film thickness and terrace width
of this anisotropy are all predicted by a pair-interaction model. In addition to increasing
our understanding of anisotropy in vicinal films, our results have also demonstrated the im-
portance of interface anisotropy, and surface magnetoelastic effects. Understanding of these
factors is crucial now that many applications of magnetic materials require the material in
thin-film form where interface and surface effects begin to dominate the behavior of the
film.
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Chapter 7
Suggestions for Future Work
While this thesis has made significant progress in the understanding of magnetic anisotropy
in vicinal films, it has also pointed to areas in which better understanding is needed. Here
we offer suggestions for further work to deal with three of the remaining issues: 1) step-
roughening in magnetic vicinal films, 2) anisotropic in-plane strains, and 3) in-plane mag-
netic anisotropy in NisoFe40/Cu(lln), which we predict to have practically no step-edge
magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Following the suggestions regarding these issues, we present
some ideas for additional studies considered as long-term extensions of this thesis.
Step-Roughening
The anisotropy in vicinal films is sensitive to temperature. The changes in anisotropy that
occur as temperature increases are presumably due to thermal roughening of the steps on
the surface of the vicinal film and at the film/substrate interface. A concurrent investigation
of step-roughening in a vicinal magnetic film and its magnetic anisotropy would be very
useful. Previous roughening studies have only involved bare Cu(lln) substrates, not the
ultrathin magnetic film. Such a study could be done in an UHV STM outfitted with the
equipment described in chapter 3 for deposition and magnetic characterization, or it could
be done using He+-scattering to characterize the step roughening.
Anisotropic Strain
A measurement of the in-plane strain parallel and perpendicular to the steps would allow for
a more conclusive determination of the magnetoelastic anisotropy present in vicinal films.
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This measurement would have to be done using in-situ, non-destructive techniques, such as
electron diffraction or He+-scattering, as any processing or contamination would alter the
state of strain in the film.
Anisotropy in Ni60Fe40/Cu(lln)
A further test of the pair-interaction model could be made by examining Ni-Fe alloy films of
compositions surrounding the point at which, because of the bulk magnetoelastic coupling
coefficients, the model predicts a change in sign of AEll. This composition is around 60%
Ni. As mentioned in the discussion of our anisotropy results, we had initially expected that
the magnetoelastic anisotropy would be small in Ni79Fe21, leaving the remaining anisotropy,
due to sources other than anisotropic strain, clearly visible. However, as it turned out,
the other anisotropies were also quite small in Ni79Fe21. The opposite approach to this
investigation of magnetoelastic effects may be more fruitful. If we were to investigate
the anisotropy in Ni60Fe40, the step-edge magnetocrystalline anisotropy should be zero,
presumably leaving only the small shape anisotropy of a vicinal film and the magnetoelastic
anisotropy induced by any anisotropic strain present.
Long-Term Future Work
We suggest the following topic for investigations branching out from this thesis:
1. Use the pair-interaction model to identify candidates for perpendicular recording me-
dia, investigating variations in materials, strains, film orientations, and interface in-
teractions (possible only if pair-interaction coefficients are known for the interfaces).
2. Deposit sub-monolayer magnetic films on the vicinal surfaces. Presumably the result
would be strips of magnetic material at the step-edges. Use these structures to inves-
tigate 1-dimensional magnetism, and to investigate magnetic exchange, or coupling
between the strips. It is speculated that such structures may show giant magneto-
resistance.
3. Investigate the practical application of vicinal surfaces to induce uniaxial anisotropies
in magnetic devices such as spin-valves. Presently, exchange between a magnetically
soft film and an antiferromagnet is used to induce an anisotropy in the soft film nec-
essary for optimum performance of spin-valve structures in future magnetic recording
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heads. Thermal stability of the anisotropy will be an important issue in this investi-
gation.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
In this thesis we have investigated a new phenomenon in magnetic surface anisotropy: the
inducement of uniaxial anisotropy in thin films by steps on a vicinal substrate. Our main
experimental findings were the following:
* We can repeatedly deposit clean, epitaxial fcc Co films on Cu(lln) substrates and
measure in-plane magnetic anisotropies for films down to a thickness of 3 ML.
* Co/Cu(117) and Co/Cu(1 1 13) films exhibit uniaxial in-plane anisotropy which favors
magnetization parallel to the steps for thicknesses up to at least 20 ML.
* The uniaxial in-plane anisotropy in Co/Cu(l 1 13) becomes stronger as the Co thick-
ness decreases, consistent with a l/t dependence.
* The uniaxial in-plane anisotropy in Co/Cu(lln) becomes stronger as n (i.e. the terrace
width) decreases.
* The uniaxial in-plane anisotropy in Co/Cu(l 1 13) weakens as the temperature in-
creases from 25°C to 1270 C, vanishing well below T,.
* Ni79Fe21/Cu(117) films exhibit uniaxial in-plane anisotropy which favors magnetiza-
tion parallel to the steps for thicknesses up to at least 14 ML.
* The uniaxial anisotropy in Ni79Fe21 is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller
than the anisotropy in Co/Cu(117).
The major results of our theoretical models are the following:
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* A Neel pair-interaction model of vicinal films predicts an anisotropy energy density
of the form:
2 E,,ace 2EtepEfilm = Ebsk - t tf 2Etp (8.1)
* Step-edge magnetocrystalline anisotropy in Co/Cu(lln) favors M parallel to the steps
for all thicknesses.
* The Co/vacuum stepped interface favors M parallel to the steps, but the Co/Cu
stepped interface favors M perpendicular to the steps in a (11n) film. The former is
stronger.
* Step-edge magnetocrystalline anisotropy in Fe(Oln) vicinal films favors M perpendic-
ular to the steps.
* The Fe/vacuum stepped interface favors M perpendicular to the steps in a (Oln) film.
* Anisotropy due to reduced symmetry at surfaces or step-edges is at least an order
of magnitude larger than strain-induced anisotropy when considering biaxial misfit
strains.
* Magnetoelastic coupling coefficients in thin films exhibit a thickness dependence:
Bfi,,m = bulk + 'urface (8.2)
t
* A discrete dipole calculation of the magnetostatic anisotropy in vicinal films reveals
a small in-plane uniaxial anisotropy favoring M parallel to the steps.
* For thicknesses above approximately 4 ML, this shape anisotropy also decreases with
increasing thickness, consistent with a 1/t dependence.
* Magnetoelastic anisotropy due to anisotropic strain in Co/Cu(lln) vicinal films is
favors M perpendicular to the steps, assuming a bulk B 2.
Our experimental evidence and the results of our anisotropy models lead us to the follow-
ing conclusions regarding anisotropy in vicinal films. The major source of the step-induced
uniaxial anisotropy is a stepped-surface magnetocrystalline anisotropy due to the reduced
local symmetry around atoms at the step-edges. Depending on the materials parameters,
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mainly magnetoelastic coupling coefficients B1 and B2, and the structure of the material,
this anisotropy can favor M parallel or perpendicular to the steps. The shape anisotropy of
vicinal films contributes some in-plane anisotropy as well, but the strength of this anisotropy
is typically an order of magnitude less than the step-edge magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
Magnetoelastic effects due to anisotropic strain in vicinal films also only become impor-
tant if the step-edge anisotropy is very weak. Magnetoelastic effects are insignificant in
Co/Cu(lln) films. Because the uniaxial anisotropy is due to step-edge effects, it is weak-
ened considerably by thermal roughening of the steps, and vanishes well below the Curie
temperature.
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Appendix A
Derivation of Anisotropy Energy
This derivation involves summing the anisotropy for a bulk site over all the atoms in the
film. The anisotropy energy created when bonds are broken to create the surfaces of the
film and the steps in the film are then subtracted from the bulk anisotropy. The parameters
used in the derivation are defined in Table A.1.
The volume of the film is
Vfilm = HLW cm3 (A.1)
and the number of atoms in the film is given by
Nfilm = (p atoms/cm3 )(Vfim cm3) = pHLW atoms (A.2)
where p is the atomic density. The bulk anisotropy energy for all atoms in the film is
efilm = Etlk pHLW erg (A.3)
where Eatom is in units of erg/atom. We must now subtract the anisotropy energy due to
arokn bnds t te sufac (Etom(atom 1atombroken bonds at the surface (E.tfoacC erg/atom) and at the steps (Ettep-edge, Etp-corner
both in erg/atom). The total number of surface atoms in the film is
Nurf = 2(p atoms/cm 3 )(W cm)(l ML)(h cm/ML)(L cm) = 2pWhL atoms (A.4)
The factor of two is present in the above equation because the film has 2 surfaces:
film/vacuum and film/substrate. We assume that the anisotropy is the same for both
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Parameter Definition Units
H = nh h Film thickness cm
nh Number of monolayers in the film ML
h Thickness of one monolayer cm/ML
L Length of the film cm
(measured parallel to the steps)
W = n, w Width of the film cm
(measured perpendicular to the steps)
IhW Number of atoms in the width of the film atoms
w Distance between atoms cm/atom
(measured perpendicular to the steps)
Table A.1: Parameters used in counting the atoms in the film.
surfaces and neglect any magnetic interaction between the film and substrate, as discussed
in Sec. 5.2, on page 73.
The ftumber of step atoms is just the fraction of surface atoms which occurs at the edges
of the terraces. This number is obtained by dividing N,,,f by dA, the number of atoms in
one terrace width.
N tep- Nsu,f _ 2pWhL
step- A dA
atoms (A.5)
The anisotropy energy of the film is then
atom a tom a tom
Efilm = pWHLElk - 2pWhLEu"fac - 2pWhL erg (A.6)dA 
The energy per volume is
Eatm [Eatom Eatm
efil = m -Eatom surface - tp-edge stp-corner)Efil WHL - bk P- 2p 2pWHL b"'" nh nhdA erg/cm
3 (A.7)
If we write this in terms of Elk energy/volume, Esur,ace energy/area, Estep-edge en-
ergy/length, Etep-co,.nr energy/length, t the film thickness, and d the terrace width, we
obtain Eq. 5.5.
Efil = Ek - 2 Esurf acC 2 (Estep-edge + Estep-corner)
t td erg/cm
3 (A.8)
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Appendix B
Mathematica Program for
Pair-Interaction Model
The following program written for MathematicaTM was used to calculate the surface, and
step anisotropies given in chapter 5. Comment lines in the program are in italics.
Off[General::spelll];
Off[General::spell];
Rules used to simplify the form of the results, and constants used to simplify the program.
rulel = bb_ al'2 + bb_ a2'2 + bb_ a3'2 -> bb;
rule2 = cc, al'4 + cc_ a2'4 + cc_ a3'4 -> cc - 2 cc al2 a2-2 -
2 cc a2'2 a3^2 - 2 cc al^2 a3^2;
rule3 = dd_ al'2 a2^2 + dd_ a2^2 a3^2 + dd_ al^2 a3^2 -> dd x;
rep[a_] := a //. exx-2 -> 0, exy-2 -> 0, exz-2 -> 0, eyy-2 -> 0,
ezz^2 -> O0, eyz^2 -> O0, exy eyy -> O0, exy exx -> 0,
exy exz -> 0, exy eyz -> 0, exy ezz -> 0, exz eyz -> 0,
exz exx -> 0, exz eyy -> 0, exz ezz -> 0, eyz exx -> 0,
eyz eyy -> O0, eyz ezz -> O0, exx eyy -> O0, exx eyy -> 0,
eyy ezz -> 0, exx^3 -> 0, exy^3 -> 0, exz'3 -> 0,
eyy^3 -> 0, ezz^3 -> 0, eyz"3 -> 0};
a = 0.57735;
b = 0.288675;
c = 0.866025;
d = 0.353553;
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e = 0.408248;
f = 0.204124;
g = 0.612372;
h = 0.816497;
sq2 = 0.707107;
The following are atomic positions for nearest-neighbors around the atom indicated,
given in the coordinate systems indicated. For surface atoms, the positions of atoms that
must be removed from the cluster around a bulk atom in order to obtain a surface atom's
nearest-neighbor cluster are given. These are used to calculate Euface. For step-edge
atoms, the position of the atoms that must be removed from a surface atom's nearest-neighbor
cluster in order to obtain the nearest-neighbor cluster around a step-edge atom are given.
These are used to calculate Etep-edge. For step-corner atoms, the positions of atoms that
must be removed from a bulk atom 's nearest-neighbor cluster in order to obtain a step-corner
atom's nearest-neighbor cluster are given. These are used to calculate Estep-corner -
Bulk sites (sc - simple cubic, fcc = face-centered cubic, bcc = body-centered cubic).
Coordinate System: =[100], y=[010], z=[001]
sc = {{1,0,0},-1,0,0},(0,1,0},(0,-,,-1,0,0,}};
scnn = 6;
fcc = (0.5,0,-0.5},{0,0.5,-0.5},{-0.5,0,-0.5},
{-0.5,0.5,(-o.5s,-o.s,o0},{0(o,-o.0.s,o.s0},
{0-o.5s,0,0o. 5}, {0,0.5,-o. s5}, {-0o.5s,o.,o0.},
fccnn = 12;
bcc = {{0.5,0.5,0.s},{0.5,-0.5,0.5},{-0.5,0.5,0.5},
{-o.5s,-o.5s,o.s5},{0.5,0.5s,-o.5},{0.5,-o..5s,-.5},
{-o.s,o.s,-o.s5},{-o.5,-o.,-o.s5}};
bccnn = 8;
Simple Cubic (001) Surface, Coordinate System: z=100], y=[010], z=f001]
scOOl = {{0,0,1}};
scOInn = 1;
Simple Cubic (110) Surface, Coordinate System: z=[001], y=[l -1 0], z=[110]
scllO = {{O,-sq2,sq2},{0,sq2,sq2}};
scll0nn = 2;
Simple Cubic (111) Surface, Coordinate System: z=[l 1 -2], y=-l 1 0], z=[111]
scill = {{-h,0,a},{e,sq2,a},{e,-sq2,a}};
sclllnn = 3;
FCC (001) Surface, Coordinate System: z=[100, y=[010], z=001]
ffo01 = {{0.5,0,0.5},{-0.5,0,0.5},{0,-0.5,0.5},{0,0.5,0.5}};
ffOOnn = 4;
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FCC ( n) Step-Edge, Coordinate System: =[100], y=[010], z=[001]
fstoolt = {{0.5,0.5,0}};
fstOOltnn = 1;
FCC (11n) Step-Corner, Coordinate System: =[100], y=[010], z=[0011
fstOOlb = {{0.5,0,0.5},{0,0.5,0.5}};
fstOOlbnn = 2;
FCC (110) Surface, Coordinate System: =[001], y=[1 -1 0], z=[110]
ff110 = {{0.5,d,d},{0.5,-d,d},{-0.5,d,d},{-0.5,-d,d},{O,O,sq2}};
ffllOnn = 5;
FCC (110) Sub-surface, Coordinate System: =[001], y=[l -1 0], z=-[110]
In an fcc(110) film, atoms in the 2nd layer will also be missing nearest neighbors.
fsbllO = {{O,O,sq2}};
fsbllOnn = 1;
FCC (111) Surface, Coordinate System: =[1 1 -2], y=[-1 1 0], z=[111]
ff111 = {{-f,-d,a},{-f,d,a},{e,O,a}};
fflllnn = 3;
BCC (001) Surface, Coordinate System: =[100], y=[010], z=[001]
bfOOl = {{0.5,-0.5,0.5},{0.5,0.5,0.5},{-0.5,0.5,0.5},{-0.5,-0.5,0.}};
bfOOlnn = 4;
BCC (Oln) Step-Corner, Coordinate System: =[100], y=[010], z=[001]
bstOOlb = {{0.5,0.5,0.5},{0.5,-0.5,0.5}};
bstOOlbnn = 2;
BCC (110) Surface, Coordinate System: =[001], y=[1 -1 0], z=[110]
bfllO = {{0.5,0,sq2},{-0.5,0,sq2}};
bfll0nn = 2;
BCC (111) Surface, Coordinate System: =[1 1 -2], y=[-l 1 0], z=[111]
bflll = {{-e,-sq2,b},{h,0,b},{-e,sq2,b},{0,0,c}};
bflllnn = 4;
BCC (111) Sub-surface, Coordinate System: =[l 1 -2], y=-l 1 0], z=[111]
In an bcc(111) film, atoms in the 2nd layer will also be missing nearest neighbors.
bsblll = {{O,O,c}};
bsblllnn = 1;
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Type in the appropriate labels for ts and tsnn. For ezample, to calculate Esurface for an
,fcc(001) film, ts = ffO01 and tsnn = ffOO1nn, as shown below.
ts = ffOO1;
tsnn = ffOOlnn;
rt is an array of the nearest-neighbor bond lengths.
rt = Table[Sqrt[ts[[i,1]]^2 + ts[[i,21 2 + ts[[i,31 2], {i, tsnn}];
strains = {{exx,exy,exz},{exy,eyy,eyz},{exz,eyz,ezz}};
dt = Table[strains . ts[[i]], {i,tsnn}];
drt = Table[dt[[i]] . ts[[i]]/rt[[i]], {i,tsnn}];
newbonds is an array of the nearest-neighbor bonds after the material is strained by the
strain tensor strains, given above.
newbonds = Table[ts[[i]] + dt[[i]], {i,tsnn}];
newrt = Table [Simplify[(repEnewbonds [[i, 1] ]2] + rep newbonds [[i,2] ] 2] +
rep[newbonds[[i,3]]^2])^(1/2)], i,tsnn}];
The gammas below are the angle cosines describing the orientation of the strained bonds
with respect to the coordinate azes which were specified above with the nearest-neighbor
positions.
gammal = Table[rep[ExpandDenominator[PowerExpand[newbonds [i, 1]/
ner[[i]]]], {i,tsnn}];
gamma2 = Table[rep[ExpandDenominator[PowerExpand[newbonds [i,2] /
newr[[i]]]], {i,tsnn}];
gamnma3 = Table[rep[ExpandDenominator[PowerExpand[newbonds [i,3] /
newr[[i]]]], {i,tsnn}];
The lines below give the first term in a Taylor series ezpansion.
gammal = rep[Chop[Expand[Simplify[Numerator[gammal]/rt ((-1/2)
PowerExpand[Denominator.gammal] 2]/rt-2 + 3/2)1]];
gamma2 = rep[Chop[Expand[Simplify [Numerator [gmm2]/rt ((-1/2)
PowerExpand[Denominator gamma2 '2]/rt-2 + 3/2)11]];
ga-ma2 = rep[Chop[Expand[Simplify [umerator [gamma3/rt ((-1/2)
PowerExpand[Denominator[gamma3] 2]/rt2 + 3/2)11]];
The betas are the cosine of the angles between the magnetization vector and the bonds.
al, a2, and a3 are the angle cosines describing the orientation of the magnetization vector
with respect to the coordinate azes z,y,z as specified above.
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beta = Table[rep[al gamali]] + a2 gamm2[[i]] + a3 gamma3C[i]],
{i,tsnn}]];
The w's are the pair interaction energies between atoms. Note we only calculate the
dipole term here.
= Table[rep[(1 + dldr*drt*dr[i]])(beta[[i]]^2 - 1/3)], {i,tsnn}];
The total energy density is a sum of the pair-interactions over all nearest-neighbors. The
final result is given in terms of theta and phi ( and ) as defined in chapter 5.
energy = 0.5 Sum[w[[i]], {i,l,tsnn}]//N;
enrgy2 = Simplify[energy] //. rulel;
enrgy3 = Simplify[enrgy2] //. rule2;
total = Chop[rep[Expand enrgy3]]];
total //. al -> Cos[phi]Sin[theta];
o% //. a2 -> Sin[phi] Sin[theta];
total =-% //. a3 -> Cos[theta]
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